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ABSTRACT

The arrangements for the maintenance of the Australian standards of the quantities exposure,
air kerma and absorbed dose are described. These standards for ^Co are described in detail.
The primary standards are a graphite cavity chamber for exposure/air kerma and a graphite
calorimeter for absorbed dose. Both are now maintained at the Australian Radiation Laboratory
(ARL). Secondary standard graphite thimble ionization chambers are also maintained at both
ARL and the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO). These
secondary standards are described and their responses in corresponding ^Sr reference sources
are reported. Accurate ratios between the ARL and ANSTO ^Sr reference sources are derived
for use in future calibrations. The value of 28.8 years for the half-life of ^Sr is confirmed.
The ARL Current Integrator system is described in detail and is compared with the previous
ARL charge measuring system, a Nuclear Enterprises (NE) 2560 electrometer. The usefulness
of ^Sr reference source measurements in quality assurance is discussed.

The charge sensitivity and linearity of the ANSTO electrometers are reported by two different
methods and are compared with previous results. Calibration factors for all the secondary
standard ionization chambers are given, in terms of exposure, air kerma and absorbed dose to
water. Calibration factors are also given for most of the chambers in terms of absorbed dose
to graphite. The methods of deriving the calibration factors are explained in detail, including
all the corrections applied to both the primary and secondary standard measurements. Three
alternative methods of deriving the absorbed dose to water calibration factors are compared.
The reported calibration factors are compared with previous results. Changes in the Australian
units of exposure, air kerma and absorbed dose to graphite and water are derived from changes
in the corresponding calibration factors. The Australian units of exposure and air kerma have
not changed significantly since 1990. The Australian unit of absorbed dose to graphite is now
1.1 % smaller than in 1993 and 1.3 % smallerthan in 1990. The Australian unit of absorbed
dose to water is now 1.4 % smaller than in 1993, but is only 0.9 % smaller than in 1990. Note
that a smaller defined unit results in larger calibration factors. These changes are discussed.

Comparisons of the Australian standards of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose with those
of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) were performed in 1997 and show
that the Australian units fall within the range of those of other countries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Australian Radiation Laboratory (ARL) and the Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation (ANSTO) are both authorized to maintain Australian standards of
exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose, by delegation from the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). This authorization is exercised through the National
Measurement Laboratory (NML), which is part of the Division of Telecommunications and
Industrial Physics of the CSIRO. These delegations have been made under the National
Measurement Act 1960.

Both ARL and ANSTO have international obligations as participants in the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) / World Health Organization (WHO) worldwide network of
radiotherapy dosimetry laboratories. ARL is the Primary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory
(PSDL) for Australia in this network and ANSTO is a Secondary Standard Dosimetry
Laboratory (SSDL). In order to fulfill its role as an SSDL, ANSTO requires the regular
calibration of its secondary standards of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose for ^Co
radiation against the primary standards provided by ARL.

In addition to the need to establish Australian primary standards for the Australian legal units
of measurement and to disseminate these standards within Australia, it is mandatory to
establish the metrological equivalence of Australian standards with those of other countries.
This process is facilitated by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), which
independently maintains primary standards for use as reference standards. The BIPM
recommends(I> that national primary exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose standards should
be compared with the BIPM reference standards at intervals of no more than 10 years.

It is desirable that calibrated Australian secondary standards of exposure/air kerma and
absorbed dose should exist at more than one authorized laboratory, that these standards should
be available for the calibration of reference standard dosemeters and that several ionization
chambers should be used at each laboratory to maintain the standards. These secondary
standard chambers should be regularly compared with the two primary standards at ARL.

This report covers a number of aspects of the maintenance of the Australian standards of
exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose. It is based on a comparison of ARL and ANSTO
secondary standards for ^Co radiation conducted in 1997.

The continuity of the Australian primary standard of absorbed dose was demonstrated by
comparing the calibrations of several secondary standard ionization chambers against the
current and previous primary standards.

Section 2 describes the Australian primary standards of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose,
and their relationships to those of the BIPM.

Section 3 gives details of the secondary standard ionization chambers of both ANSTO and ARL
and their responses in wSr reference sources. An analysis of the responses of the chambers in
these sources over many years has led to the verification of the 28.8 year half-life used at ARL
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for ^Sr. This is further supported by a recently published authoritative review(2>.

Section 4 describes the ARL Current Integrator system, and discusses the value of ^Sr
reference source measurements for quality assurance.

Section 5 gives calibration results for the ANSTO electrometers.

Section 6 provides ^Co calibration factors for all the Australian secondary standard ionization
chambers at both ARL and ANSTO for exposure, air kerma, absorbed dose to graphite and
absorbed dose to water. The calibrations will be repeated on an annual cycle involving one or
two ionization chambers from each laboratory.

Section 7 gives the uncertainties in the calibration factors reported in section 6.

Section 8 discusses recent changes that have occurred in the Australian standards of
exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose. No significant changes have occurred in the
exposure/air kerma standard, but the absorbed dose standard has changed by approximately 1 %
since 1990. The agreement between the absorbed dose standard and the exposure/air kerma
standard at ^Co is demonstrated.

2. PRIMARY STANDARDS

2.1 The Australian standard of exposure/air kerma for ^Co

The Australian standard of exposure/air kerma for ^Co radiation is a thick walled graphite
parallel plate "double pancake" cavity ionization chamber. This was constructed at ARL by
NJ Hargrave, following the design of Boutillon and Niatel<3>. The correction factors used to
convert the measured ionization current to the equivalent exposure rate (and air kerma rate) are
given in Appendices 1 and 3. A full report on the chamber and its correction factors is in
preparation.

The Australian standard of exposure/air kerma for ^Co was compared with that of the BIPM
using NE2561 transfer standard ionization chambers in 1988(4) and again in 1997(5). In 1988,
the ratios of the air kerma calibration factors Rk = Nk(ARL) / Nk(BIPM) were 1.0006 for
NE2561 #070 and 0.9954 for #194. There were experimental difficulties with #194 at BIPM,
making the ratio of 0.9954 unreliable. The ratios Rk in 1997 were 1.0029 for #070 and 1.0026
for #328. The uncertainties in these ratios are 0.32%. Results for 16 national standards
laboratories including ARL range from 0.9974 to 1.0041, with a mean of 1.0008 and a
standard deviation (sd) of 0.0020 [27 results, standard deviation of the mean (sdm) =0.0004],
as shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1. International Comparison of Air Kerma Standards in 60Co y Radiation
(Reproduced from Rapport BIPM-98/4'5', by courtesy of the BIPM)
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Figure 2. International Comparison of Absorbed Dose to Water
(Reproduced from Rapport BIPM-98/5'6', by courtesy of the BIPM)
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2.2 The Australian standard of absorbed dose for '"Co

Prior to 1996, the Australian standard of absorbed dose was a graphite calorimeter constructed
at ANSTO by Urquhart et al.0) and later developed by Sherlock(8). This calorimeter has not
been used for a number of years and is currently undergoing restoration at ARL.

The Australian standard of absorbed dose is now a graphite calorimeter constructed for ARL
by the Austrian Research Centre at Seibersdorf (ARCS) in 1991. The design is based on that
of Domen(9), as modified by Witzani et al.m. The Domen design is now the most common
type of graphite calorimeter and is the basis of primary standards of absorbed dose at a number
of national standards laboratories around the world.

The graphite calorimeter measures the heating effect of the radiation beam by comparison with
electrical heating. All the radiation energy absorbed by graphite appears as heat (ie there is no
heat defect), so this constitutes a direct measurement of the absorbed dose to graphite. Two
methods are used to evaluate the absorbed dose to water from the measured absorbed dose to
graphite, viz the "cavity ionization theory" (cit) method and the "dose ratio" (dr) method.
These are described in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 respectively and in Appendix 2. The various
small calorimeter corrections and their associated uncertainties, as well as the calculation
procedures used with the calorimeter, are also given in Appendix 2. The absorbed dose
obtained from the calorimeter may be compared with that obtained by calculation from
exposure/air kerma measurements using the IAEA protocol, as described in Section 6.3.1 and
in Appendix 4.

The first comparison of the Australian standard of absorbed dose with the reference standard
maintained by the BIPM was performed in 1997(U) using the same transfer standard ionization
chambers as for the 1997 air kerma comparison referred to in section 2.1. The ratios
Rw = NW(ARL) / NW(BIPM) obtained (using the dose-ratio method at ARL) were 1.0024 for
chamber #070 and 1.0020 for #328. The uncertainty in these ratios is 0.47%. These results are
within the range of those of eight national laboratories (including ARL) relative to the BIPM,
viz 0.9920 to 1.0054 with mean 0.9985 and sd 0.0038 (17 results; sdm 0.0009). These results
are shown in Figure 2. Note that the uncertainty of the ARL absorbed dose to water standard
is 0.19%, and that of the BIPM standard is 0.43%.

3. SECONDARY STANDARD IONIZATION CHAMBERS AND THEIR "'Sr
REFERENCE SOURCES

Three types of ionization chamber are used as secondary standards at ANSTO and ARL. The
Nuclear Enterprises model NE2561 is a 325 mm3 graphite thimble chamber specifically
designed as a secondary standard. These chambers are no longer available from the
manufacturer. The replacement NE2611A chamber has the same outer dimensions as the
NE2561 chamber and has similar performance at ^Co. The NE2571 600 mm3 graphite thimble
chambers are typical of the field instruments used for radiotherapy dosimetry in hospitals. They
can be used as emergency substitutes for the NE2561 secondary standard chambers, or for a
more direct calibration of a field dosemeter of the same physical size, in a radiation beam of
arbitrary intensity profile.



3.1 ANSTO secondary standard ionization chambers and '"Sr reference sources

ANSTO has two NE2561 chambers, serial numbers 058 and 091. Only number 058 was
calibrated on this occasion as number 091 was not functioning. ANSTO also has two NE2611A
chambers, serial numbers 139 and 140. In addition, ANSTO possesses an NE2571 chamber,
serial number 1181. The serial numbers of the ANSTO secondary standard ionization chambers
and their associated ^Sr reference sources are shown in Table 1. The ^Sr sources are used to
ensure the integrity of the ionization chambers and the associated electrometers between
calibrations against the primary standards.

Table 1
ANSTO Secondary Standard Ionization Chambers and ^Sr Reference Sources

Ionization Chambers

NE 2561, 325 mm3

NE2611A, 325 mm3

NE2571, 600 mm3

Serial Numbers

058

(091)

139

140

1181

Reference Source

NE 2562

PTW 23261

Serial Number

054

WK964

3.2 ARL secondary standard ionization chambers and Sr reference sources

ARL has four NE2561 chambers, serial numbers 070, 194A, 238A and 328. Chamber number
194A (originally number 194) was repaired in 1992 and chamber number 238A (originally
number 238) was repaired in 1995. ARL also has two NE2571 chambers, serial numbers 1785
and 2384. The serial numbers of the ARL secondary standard ionization chambers and their
associated ^Sr reference sources are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
ARL Secondary Standard Ionization Chambers and '"Sr Reference Sources

Ionization Chambers

NE 2561, 325 mm3

NE2571, 600 mm3

Serial Numbers

070

194 A

238A

328

1785

2384

Reference Source

NE 2562

NE 2503/3A

Serial Number

024

2658



3.3 Reference source responses of ionization chambers and relative activity
measurements

The current from each ionization chamber was measured using both the ARL and ANSTO ^Sr
reference sources, corrected to normal ambient temperature, pressure and relative humidity
(NTPH) and to 1200h Australian Eastern Time (AET) on 9/5/97, but not for ion
recombination. This has provided values for future constancy checks at each laboratory. It has
also provided an accurate comparison of the source activities, to facilitate future ionization
chamber calibrations without the need to transport the reference sources. The results are
summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The currents were measured with the ARL Current Integrator
system described in Section 4.

Table 3
325 nun3 Ionization Chamber ""Sr Reference Source Responses (pA)

reference conditions: 20 °C, 101.325 kPa, 50 % RH, 1200h AET on 9/5/97, 90SrT,A28.8y
-210 V nominal polarizing voltage

Ionization Chamber

Owner

ANSTO

ARL

Type

NE 2561

NE2611A

NE 2561

Serial
Number

058

139

140

070

194 A

238A

328

Current (pA)

ANSTO
NE 2562

#054

30.2311

29.7898

28.7952

29.8116

30.9349

29.7354

28.5296

ARL
NE2562

#024

23.9739

23.5986

22.8053

23.6199

24.5015

23.5543

22.5861

mean 90Sr source ratio ANSTO / ARL -

standard deviation =

percentage standard deviation =

Ratio
ANSTO/ARL

1.2610

1.2624

1.2627

1.2621

1.2626

1.2624

1.2631

1.2623

0.0007

0.06



Table 4
600 mm3 Ionization Chamber *°Sr Reference Source Responses (pA)

'SrTK28.8yreference conditions: 20 °C, 101.325 kPa, 50 % RH, 1200hAETon 9/5/97,
-210 V nominal polarizing voltage

Ionization Chamber

Owner

ANSTO

ARL

Type

NE 2571

NE 2571

Serial
Number

1181

1785

2384

Current (pA)

ANSTO
PTW23261
#WK 964

19.3422

18.5914

19.8713

ARL
NE 2503/3A

#2658

39.0729

37.4546

40.0595

mean 90Sr source ratio ANSTO 1 ARL =

standard deviation =

percentage standard deviation =

Ratio
ANSTO/ARL

0.4950

0.4964

0.4960

0.4958

0.0007

0.15

3.4 Comparison of reference source responses with previous results

Similar comparisons of the ARL and ANSTO NE2562 ^Sr reference sources have been made
in the past, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5
History of Comparisons of ANSTO and ARL NE2562 ̂ Sr Reference Sources

Year

1980

1990

1993

1997

Place

ANSTO

ARL

ARL

ARL

Ionization chambers used '

ANSTO

058, 091

058

058, 091

058,
139, 140

ARL

070

—

070

070, 194A,
238A, 328

ANSTO/ARL NE2562 ̂ Sr Source Ratio

mean

1.2613

1.2614

1.2615

1.2623

sd : df 2

0.0012 : 2

na : 0

0.0010 : 2

0.0007 : 6

%sd

0.10

na

0.08

0.06

' NE2611A chambers are shown in bold face, the others are NE2561s.
2 standard deviation and associated degrees of freedom.

It can be seen that the 1997 result is consistent with the previous results. The ratio of the
source activities has remained constant within the experimental uncertainty over a 17 year
period.
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The consistency and precision of these results obviates the need to transport ^Sr reference
sources between the two laboratories for future calibrations of the ANSTO secondary standard
ionization chambers.

3.5 Verification of ^Sr half-life

Reference source results with the four ARL NE2561 ionization chambers have been collated,
corrected to a common reference date and plotted as a function of time (Figures 3 to 6).

The variance of charge readings has been found to be inversely proportional to the collected
charge. The ^Sr reference source measurements have been made for various values of the
collected charge over the years, between 50 pC and 5 nC. In order to draw meaningful
conclusions from these measurements, it is necessary to normalize the observed standard
deviations to a common value of the collected charge. The standard deviations in Figures 3 to
6 have been normalized to 1 nC of collected charge.

The mean currents (shown by the heavy lines without circles in Figures 3 to 6) were corrected
using a ^Sr half-life of 28.8 years. The thin lines show the effect of using a 28.5 year half-life
as reported by Browne in 1986(12). With the exception of chamber number 238 before its repair
(when the change in response of nearly 1 % is regarded as a real change in the chamber
sensitivity), changing the ^Sr half life from 28.8 to 28.5 years introduces a positive slope into
the corrected results of all the ionization chambers.

Linear regression analysis results (corrected using a 28.8 year half-life) are shown in Table 6.

Table 6
Linear Regression Analysis of ARL NE2562 wSr Reference Source Results

corrected using 28. S year half-life

Chamber
number

070

194

194 A

328

data

dates

1976-97

1990-97

1981-92

1992-97

1992-97

# years

21

7

11

5

5

# results

319

64

157

39

30

aA/day

slope

-7.6

0.2

-16.8

5.5

20.2

± se '

1.4

4.1

3.4

5.6

7.4

%/100y

slope

-0.77

0.02

-1.65

0.54

2.20

± se l

0.14

0.42

0.33

0.55

0.81

standard error of the mean from linear regression analysis

The slope is expressed in aA/day and in %/100 years (note that the decay-corrected reference
source currents are typically 35 pA). Over 21 years, chamber number 070 shows a significant
negative slope (5 times the standard error, se). However the results since 1990 (7 years),
obtained using the ARL Current Integrator (see section 4 below), show no significant slope.



Figure 3. yuSr Reference Source Results; NE2561 #070
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Figure 5.9USr Reference Source Results; NE2561 #238 / 238A
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Similarly, the results for chamber number 194 for the 11 years from 1981 to 1992 (at which
time it was repaired) show a significant negative slope (5 times the standard error), while those
for chamber number 194A over the last 5 years show no significant slope. The results for
chamber number 328 show a marginally significant positive slope (3 times the standard error,
which is still only 2%/100 years, or 0.2% per decade. The long-term variability of the ^Sr
reference source results is about +0.15%, as shown in Figures 3 to 6. The mean slope using
l/se2 weighting035 is -6.8+1.2 aA/day, or -0.07+0.01 % per decade. This is a slightly less
negative slope than that for chamber number 070 alone. Figure 3 clearly shows visually the
effect of reducing the ^Sr half-life from 28.8 years to 28.5 years for chamber number 070; the
other three chambers have less continuous data. The results since 1990 are considered more
reliable owing to the better performance of the ARL Current Integrator compared with the
NE2560 electrometer previously used, as discussed in section 4.1. In summary, the results
support the continued use at ARL of a 28.8 year half-life for ^Sr. This is further supported by
the recent publication of a careful study of the ^Sr half life by Woods and Lucas(2), giving a
recommended value of 10516+21 days = 28.79+0.06 years. This more precise value has now
been adopted at ARL for future work.

4. THE ARL CURRENT INTEGRATOR AND ̂Sr REFERENCE SOURCE
MEASUREMENTS

Prior to 1990, the current from the ARL NE2561 secondary standard ionization chambers was
measured using the associated NE2560 electrometer. At that time, the ARL Current Integrator
system was automated using a Hewlett Packard model 86 computer (hp86) and this system then
replaced the NE2560 electrometer for secondary standard ionization chamber measurements.

The ARL Current Integrator is based on a design published by Samuelson and Bengtsson in
1973(14). The input current is integrated by a removable three-terminal polystyrene capacitor
Crcf, until the output voltage of the electrometer amplifier reaches a trigger level (a selectable
fraction of a floating reference voltage Vref) as shown in Figures 7 and 8. At that instant, Vref

is electronically either added to or subtracted from the output ramp voltage (depending on the
input current polarity) and an electronic timer is triggered to commence a time-interval
measurement. The timer is stopped when the shifted ramp voltage again reaches the same
trigger level. The integrating capacitor Cref is then discharged and Vref is either removed from
or replaced in the circuit. The cycle then repeats.

The integrating capacitor Cref is mounted inside a Keithley model 3011 shielded switch. This
is a six-position double-bank wafer switch, enclosed in a metal box and provided with MHV
BNC connectors. One of the switch banks has a very high insulation resistance, using Teflon
insulation. The Keithley switch is connected to the electrometer circuit by 75 Q (RG59) coaxial
cables. The switch allows a range of Cref values to be selected and also allows the removal of
the capacitors from the circuit for calibration. Precise and accurate three-terminal calibration
of the Cref capacitors is carried out at a range of frequencies between 20 Hz and 10 kHz using
a General Radio capacitance bridge. These results are then extrapolated to 10 Hz to
approximate the d.c. capacitance. This procedure is reasonable because the frequency
dependence of these capacitors is minimal. The General Radio capacitance bridge is
standardized (ie its internal standard capacitors are trimmed for accurate results) at 1 pF,
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10 pF, 100 pF and 1000 pF using standard air capacitors of these nominal values. The bridge
uses intrinsically stable turns-ratio transformers to interpolate between these decade value
internal standards. The standard air capacitors are calibrated at recommended intervals by the
NML. Calibration details for all of ARL's supporting standards are given in Appendix 5.

The reference voltage Vref is measured once each measurement cycle, by a digital voltmeter
under computer control. The voltmeter is calibrated regularly using the ARL d.c. voltage
calibration facility, which comprises a temperature-controlled four cell Weston standard cell
enclosure, two high precision voltage dividers, two high stability d.c. voltage sources and two
high impedance electronic null-detectors. The standard cells are recalibrated at recommended
intervals by the NML and the two voltage dividers are periodically adjusted for precise division
ratios, using the self-calibrating bridge facility incorporated into one of them.

The electronic interval timer is compared periodically with the quartz clock of the hp86
computer. The computer clock is regularly verified using the time signals available from the
Australian telecommunications company Telstra. These time signals are derived from an atomic
clock linked to that maintained by the NML as the Australian standard of time.

During each measurement cycle, the ARL Current Integrator carries out various
"housekeeping" functions, depending on the nature of the measurements. These usually include
the measurement of the ambient temperature and pressure for ionization chamber
measurements. They can also include the calculation of the ambient correction, including that
for relative humidity (the relative humidity is entered manually). Other options are the
calculation of a source decay correction, the measurement of a monitor chamber charge during
the charge collection time using an external (Keithley model 35617) electrometer, the
measurement of temperature for the monitor chamber and the calculation of a monitor chamber
ambient correction (only one pressure input is available; if required, this is used for both
chambers). Details of the methods and traceability of the temperature and pressure
measurements are given in Appendix 3. The hp86 computer program can also be used to
control the 60Co source. This allows the radiation beam to be turned off and then on again
between each charge collection, to randomize the measurement results. This randomization
typically increases the standard deviation of the results by a factor of between three and five,
indicating that measurements without randomization could be significantly biassed.

The same equipment is used with another hp86 computer program ("Source Timer") to control
the radiation source for exposures of fixed duration such as TLD or calorimeter measurements.
Such measurements incorporate the 11+8 ms transit time correction of the ARL ^Co source.

The natural leakage of the ARL Current Integrator system is typically < 5 fA. This is negligible
compared with the ionization currents measured in the ARL ^Co beams (40 to 120 pA for
secondary standard chambers, 4 nA for the primary standard chamber).
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Figure 7. ARL Current Integrator Cycle for Negative Input Current
I=-I00pA and Cref=200pF giving +500mV/s

50% trigger, Vref=10V
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4.1 Comparison of the ARL Current Integrator with the ARL NE2560 electrometer

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the ARL ^Sr reference source measurements is shown
in Table 7. For example, with ionization chamber number 070, N = 2272 individual charge
collections (readings) were taken using the ARL NE2560 electrometer, in the process of
making I = 249 determinations (measurements) of the average ^Sr reference source response,
between 31/8/76 and 6/6/90. Since then, N = 5794 readings have been taken with this
ionization chamber, during the course of making I = 64 ^Sr reference source measurements,
using the ARL Current Integrator (ARL CI). Note that in this report we refer to taking
readings in the process of making measurements. The remaining columns in Table 7 are
described in the following sections.

Table 7
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of ARL NE2562 ""Sr Reference Source Results

corrected using 28.8 year half-life, normalized to 1 nC collected charge

Chr#

070

194

194A

238

238A

328

Method

NE2560

ARLCI

NE2560

ARLCI

ARLCI

NE2560

ARLCI

ARLCI

ARLCI

from

31/8/76

9/7/90

21/5/81

26/7/90

11/8/92

30/4/84

26/6/90

24/1/95

25/8/92

to

6/6/90

11/6/97

15/6/90

27/2/92

11/6/97

25/6/90

27/5/93

12/6/97

18/8/97

N

2272

5794

1091

1997

2729

330

2762

581

2373

I

249

64

134

23

39

47

28

9

31

9.1

89.8

8.1

82.7

69.3

7.0

91.4

63.6

74.8

0.079

0.016

0.087

0.014

0.023

0.062

0.205

0.013

0.018

25

37

-

0.1

-

-

0.130

0.068

0.148

0.022

0.080

0.127

0.135

0.050

0.101

U

2

14

-

0.3

-

-

%se

0.133

0.068

0.151

0.022

0.080

0.129

0.136

0.050

0.101

The ordinates of the lower curves (with circles) in Figures 3 to 6 (the right hand scales) are the
experimental percentage standard deviations observed between the readings comprising each
individual measurement, normalized to the same collected charge of 1 nC (each measurement
is plotted as a single point in the figures). Note that in the following discussion, the term
"within sample" refers to the readings comprising a measurement. That is, in this context, the
samples under analysis are called measurements.

4.1.1 Comparison within measurements (precision)

The estimated within sample standard deviation dw (shown as a percentage of the mean current
in Table 7) is the square root of the mean within-samples sum of squares MSSW from the
ANOVA results(15).
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Thus: 6W = /MSSW (1)

Where dw is the best estimate of the population standard deviation ow of repeated readings
taken without disturbing the experimental conditions, ie with an undisturbed measurement
system and leaving the ionization chamber untouched in the ^Sr reference source. The
significance of the difference between 6W for the two measurement methods (NE2560 and ARL
CI) is tested using the F statistic:

r w = MaSW ) N E 2 S 6 0 / MSS W ( A R L C 1 (2 )

This is shown in Table 7 as a ratio (fw) to the tabulated 0.1% points of the F distribution with
(N-l) degrees of freedom, where N is the total number of readings taken by each method:

fw = Fw / F{0.001, ( N - l ) ^ , (N-1U.C,} (3)

The interpretation of fw is discussed in the next section.

4.1.2 Comparison between measurements (repeatability)

The variation in the experimental conditions between measurements, including the removal and
replacement of the ionization chamber in the reference source, and any changes in the
measurement system, is represented by a standard deviation ox, which can be combined
quadratically with the within samples standard deviation ow discussed above, to form a
combined standard deviation ac. An estimate dx of ox has been found using a technique
described by Snedecor and Cochran(16), as suggested by Dr KN Wise of ARL. According to
this method, as we have an unequal number of readings in each measurement, the between
samples mean sum of squares MSSb from the ANOVA results is an estimator dc

2 of the
combined variance oc

2, where:

oc
2 = ow

2 + n o . ax
2 (4)

in which no is the effective number of readings per measurement:

n0 = (N - 2 n? / N) / (I -1) (5)

• nj is the number of readings taken in the j * measurement and

• N = 2 ^ is the total number of readings.

Note that n0 is always slightly less than the average number of readings per measurement, N/I.

From the ANOVA results and using equation (4), an estimator dx
2 of ox

2 is:

6X
2 = (MSSb - MSSW) / n0 (6)

The significance of the difference between 6X for the two measurement methods (NE2560 and
ARL CI) is tested using:
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* X X , NE2560 ' " x ,ARLCI \ ' )X X , NE2560 ' " x ,ARLCI

This is shown in Table 7 as a ratio (fx) to the tabulated 0.1 % points of the F distribution with
(1-1) degrees of freedom, where I is the number of measurements made by each method:

fx = Fx / F{0.001, (I - l ) ,^ , (MWc,} (8)

An estimate (se) of the standard error of the measurements (where each measurement is the
mean of a set of readings, as previously defined) can be found using equation (4):

se2 = o c
2 /n 0 = d w

2 / n o + d x
2 (9)

When perturbations to the experimental conditions are insignificant, so that dx
2 « dw

2 / n0,
equation (9) reduces to dw

2 / no (ie to the estimated variance of the readings divided by the
effective number of readings in each measurement.

The estimated relative standard errors have been shown as percentages in Table 7. As
expected, in most cases these are very similar to dx.

Figure 3 and the first two rows of Table 7 clearly show the advantage of using the ARL
Current Integrator system, compared with the NE2560 electrometer. There is a reduction of
a factor of 5 in dw for readings, and a factor of 2 in o xfor measurements, using chamber
number 070 in the ^Sr reference source. The F ratios fw and fx express the level of significance
of these results. The F test for the significance of a difference between two variances03'
requires the comparison of a calculated F value with a tabulated value. This depends on the
number of degrees of freedom associated with each of the two variances and on the confidence
level at which the comparison is to be made. The variances are considered to be significantly
different at the specified confidence level if the Fw or Fx value (the observed ratio of the
variances) exceeds the tabulated value of the F distribution, ie if

Fw > F{0.001, (N-IW,*, ( N - 1 U C I }

or Fx > F{0.001, (I-DNHaao, (M)ARLCI}

for a 99.9% confidence level. The parameters fw and fx simplify this evaluation by reducing
these criteria to the comparisons fw> 1 and fx> 1. The larger the values of fw and fx, the more
significant is the difference between the variances. The values in Table 7 show that the
differences between the two current measurement systems using chamber number 070 are
significant at this confidence level.

A similar comparison for chamber number 194 (before its repair) is even more dramatic,
showing a factor of 6 reduction in 6W and a factor of 6V6 reduction in dx, with high significance
at the 99.9% confidence level.

The results for chamber number 238 are masked by the deterioration of the chamber, leading
to an ever increasing within sample standard deviation as shown in Figure 5. Thus the fw and
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fx values for this chamber do not show any significant difference in the variances of
measurements made with the two different measurement systems for this chamber. After its
repair by Nuclear Enterprises however, this chamber has shown similar variances to those of
chamber number 070.

We conclude that the introduction of the ARL Current Integrator has led to greatly improved
charge measurement statistics. Furthermore, the consistency of the mean results from the
NE2560 electrometer and the ARL Current Integrator has permitted the behaviour of the ARL
NE2561 ionization chambers to be studied over a 20 year period. This has been important in
establishing the consistency and continuity of Australian and international standards of
exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose.

4.2 Quality assurance using the ^Sr reference source

The non-zero values of %dx shown in Table 7 clearly demonstrate that the separate
measurements (as defined in Section 4.1, a measurement is the mean of a set of readings)
cannot be considered to come from a single population of readings. The estimated percentage
standard error of the measurements (%se in Table 7) is l'/2 to 5lh times LARGER (except in
the case of chamber number 238 when it was defective) than the estimated percentage standard
deviation of the individual readings within each measurement (%&w), instead of being LESS
by the factor V"no, as expected for a normally distributed single population of readings.

Note that most of the measurements for all four chambers (after repair in two cases) fall within
±0.15 % of the mean of the measurements for that chamber (see Figures 3 to 6), and that the
variations observed are consistent with the %se values shown in Table 7.

Thus while repeated ^Sr reference source readings for a particular chamber on any one day,
when undisturbed in the reference source between readings, can be taken with a standard
deviation (5W) of less than 0.02% (using the ARL Current Integrator), the standard error (se)
of such measurements from day to day, or between laboratories, is 0.05% to 0.1%. Thus
differences of 0.2 % may be encountered in long-term or inter-laboratory comparisons.

This limits the value of the ^Sr reference source results as an indicator of changes in the
ionization chamber calibration factors, apart from the effect of the different energy response
of the chambers to ^Sr beta radiation compared with ^Co y-rays or with X-rays.

However, any poor stability (of the chambers or the charge measurement systems) is clearly
indicated by the variance of the ^Sr reference source results. Also, any major long-term drifts
are displayed by the mean results.

Figure 4 shows evidence of intermittent poor behaviour (high 6W) in chamber number 194,
before its repair. Note also that its "best" behaviour has apparently been degraded in the repair
process, so that it now does not perform as well as chamber number 070.

Figure 5 shows that chamber number 238 was never well behaved from new, with an ever
increasing dw and a decreasing mean response to the ^Sr reference source. The few
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measurements made since its repair promise a much better performance for this chamber,
similar to that of chamber number 070.

Figure 6 shows that chamber number 328 is performing in a similar manner to the (repaired)
chamber number 194A.

In summary, these results (Figures 3 to 6 and Table 7) clearly demonstrate both the value and
the limitations of ^Sr reference source measurements as a quality assurance tool for these
secondary standard ionization chambers.

5. CALIBRATION OF THE ANSTO ELECTROMETERS

Two electrometers were supplied by ANSTO for calibration, one Keithley model 617
(designated K617) and one Keithley model 35040 (designated K35040, ANSTO stock number
8828/10024290). The electrometer calibrations reported in this section were carried out in June
1997 and are valid for 12 months.

5.1 Keithley 617

The natural leak and linearity of the K617 were not checked, as the K35040 is regarded as the
ANSTO reference standard electrometer. Owing to time constraints, only a half-scale charge
sensitivity test was carried out on the K617 electrometer.

The half-scale charge sensitivity of the K617 was determined on the -20 nC range using the
ANSTO NE2571 ionization chamber number 1181 (irradiated in a water phantom by the ARL
^Co source) as a constant current source. It is necessary to use an ionization chamber current
source for these tests as erroneous results can be obtained using an electronic current source.
This may be due to differences in the source impedance, shielding, grounding or other factors.
Using an ionization chamber as the current source provides confidence in the validity of the
results. The ionization chamber was connected through an adapter box made at ARL and
designated "RBH002". A polarizing voltage of -213 V was provided to the chamber through
the cable's outer conductor from a battery box made at ARL and designated "RBH001". The
circuit ground of the K617 was connected to chassis ground at the rear panel binding posts.
Ten half-scale charge readings were taken, the exposures being controlled by the ARL "Source
Timer" program (see Section 4). The measurements were manually corrected for ambient
temperature and pressure, source decay and source transit time. The true current was measured
using the ARL Current Integrator in place of the K617, all other conditions and connections
being identical, using ^Co source randomization and automatic temperature, pressure and
source decay corrections. The results were as follows:

Corrected mean current = -99.3373 ±0.0038 pA (sdm=0.004%, 39 df).
Mean corrected K617 reading = -9.8560+0.0016 nC (sdm=0.017%, 9 df).
Corrected exposure time = 100.011 ±0.008 s (sdm=0.008%, 18 df).

Half-scale Charge Sensitivity = 1.0080 ±0.0002 nC/div on -20 nC range.
Note: 1 division corresponds to a reading of 1 nC.

sdm = standard deviation of the mean = sd//n
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5.2 Keithley 35040

The K35040 was operated under the following conditions:

- Power-up screen: Batt: 6.9 V +0.02 A

Leakage: -0.008 pA

IC Bias: 0.0 V OFF

Note that the leakage current was shown as -8 f A and the internal ion chamber
bias supply was set to zero volts and turned OFF.

• Automatic Leakage Subtraction was DISABLED by setting the Exposure Start
and Stop Thresholds both to 0.0 pA (refer to the K35040 manual, page 9). This
also disables the automatic reset feature.

- Air Density Correction was DISABLED (ADC annunciator was OFF).

- Charge and Current Scaling Factors were both set to 1.0000.

All Ion Chamber Correction Factors (ICCF) were set to 1.000E+00 R/C.

*• The Rear Input was used to minimize the chance of moving the cable
accidentally.

• A Negative Input Current was provided by an ionization chamber connected
through the adapter box RBH002, with bias supply RBH001.

The leakage current was measured under various conditions. With no cable connected and both
inputs capped, the leakage current reading was -6 fA.

With a Keithley triaxial BNC cable connecting the rear input to the adapter box RBH002, no
ionization chamber connected, no bias supply connected and all unused connectors capped, the
leakage current reading was -10 fA.

With NE2561 number 328 connected to the adapter box RBH002 and bias supplied by
RBH001, the reading was initially -23 fA, dropping after a few minutes to -15 fA, but was
later measured as -20 fA.

The linearity of the -20 nC range was checked using a constant current supplied by NE2561
number 328 with its build-up cap in place, in a wooden phantom, in the horizontal beam from
the ARL ^Co source. The average current was approximately -61 pA. Thus the leakage current
of -20 fA was less than 0.05% and was neglected. Successive exposures of 5 seconds were
made using the ARL Source Timer program and the accumulated charge was recorded after
each exposure. These readings (in 300 pC steps) were taken primarily to check for any
discontinuities due to the 2 nC quantization measurement technique of the instrument. No
significant effect was evident in the results.
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The half-scale Charge Sensitivity was then measured on the -20 nC range using the same
current source as above:

Corrected mean current = -60.6278 ±0.0019 pA (sdm =0.003%, 89 df).
Mean corrected K35040 reading = -10.1418 +0.0015 nC (sdm=0.015%, 9 df).
Corrected exposure time = 167.011 ±0.008 s (sdm=0.005%, 18 df).

Half-scale Charge Sensitivity = 0.9984 ±0.0002 nC/div on -20 nC range.
Note: 1 division corresponds to a reading of 1 nC.

The half-scale Charge Sensitivity was next measured on the -200 nC range using the same
current source as above:

Corrected mean current = -60.6278 ±0.0019 pA (sdm=0.003%, 89 df).
Mean corrected K35040 reading = -101.387 ±0.023 nC (sdm=0.023%, 4 df).
Corrected exposure time = 1670.011 ±0.008 s (sdm=0.0005%, 18 df).

Half-scale Charge Sensitivity = 0.9986 ±0.0002 nC/div on -200 nC range.
Note: 1 division corresponds to a reading of 1 nC.

Several sets of measurements were next made with the aim of combining the linearity and
charge sensitivity measurements into a single process, fitting the true accumulated charge to
the corrected indicated charge by linear regression. The results (gain correction and zero offset)
better model the instrument behaviour. In addition, a plot of the linear regression residuals
gives a good indication of the differential non-linearity. The results are shown in Table 8 and
can be compared with the manufacturer's specifications [±(0.2% + 2 counts) for 1 year].

The results at -61 pA test current (with 5 and 10 second exposure times) do not agree with
those obtained at -44 pA test current (22 and 220 s exposure times). The latter values have
been adopted, as they agree with the earlier half-scale Charge Sensitivity results.

Table 8
Keithley 35040 Calibrations by Linear Regression

Current,
pA

-60.63

-60.63

-44.45

-43.57

-44.45

Exp Time,
s

5.011

10.011

22.011

22.011

220.011

FS Display,
nC

-20.000

-20.000

-20.000

-20.000

-200.00

True/Ind.
Slope

1.0049

1.0054

0.9997

0.9980

0.9976

Intercept,
nC

-0.0070

-0.0031

+0.0009

+0.0064

-0.0083

Residuals,
±nC

0.006

0.002

0.003

0.005

0.01

The Calibration Results shown in Table 8 can be summarized in terms of "best" values for the
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slope (M) and intercept (C) in the correction formula:

{True Charge} = M . {Indicated Charge} + C

These best values are shown in Table 9.

Table 9
Keithley 35040 Calibration Results

(10)

Range, nC

-20.000

-200.00

Gain correction factor, M

value

0.9988

0.9976

uncertainty '

±0.0006

±0.0006

% gain
correction

-0.12 ±0.06

-0.24 ± 0.06

Offset, C

value

+0.004

-0.01

uncertainty 1

±0.002

+0.01

offset in
counts

+4 ± 2

-1 ± 1
1 estimated standard deviation. For die gain correction factor M, this is 1/3 of the spread of the results on the

-20.000 nC range. The uncertainty shown for the offset C is the larger of this and half the range of the
residuals.

These results are comparable with the previously determined half-scale Charge Sensitivity
results, as shown by the following two comparisons:

i) A half-scale reading on the -20.000 nC range can be corrected to a true charge
of -9.984 ±0.008 nC using parameters M20 and C20, or to -9.984 ±0.002 nC
using the half-scale Charge Sensitivity result given previously.

ii) A half-scale reading on the -200.00 nC range can be corrected to
-99.77 ±0.075 nC using M200 and C200, or to -99.86 ±0.02 nC using the half-
scale charge sensitivity result.

While the half-scale Charge Sensitivity method apparently yields a smaller uncertainty, it does
not per se include an allowance for the Linearity, which must be investigated and evaluated
separately.

The linear regression method uses only measurements that would be needed in any case to
check the Linearity separately and includes the uncertainty due to both aspects of the
instrument response.

The two methods apparently give the same end result for the true charge, within the uncertainty
of approximately ±0.1 %.

More work is needed however, to investigate the relationship between the regression
parameters and the exposure time used for each charge increment. Another possible approach
would be to use an increasing series of exposure times, resetting the electrometer to zero
accumulated charge between each reading. This would still be quicker than making separate
half-scale and linearity measurements, would still provide the advantages of the regression
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analysis (slope, intercept and residuals) and would more closely simulate the manner of use of
the instrument in practice. This will be the subject of further study.

5.3 Comparison with previous results

The K617 electrometer was previously calibrated at ARL on the -20 nC range in 1993(17). The
half-scale Charge Sensitivity obtained then was 0.9988 nC/div; this value has changed by
0.9%. Note that the manufacturer's specification for the K617 coulomb ranges is ±(0.4% +
1 count) for 1 year. It is recommended that the designated ANSTO reference electrometer
should be recalibrated at ARL annually, with ^Sr reference source measurements providing
quality assurance with approximately 0.1% confidence (1 o) between such calibrations.

6. IONIZATION CHAMBER CALIBRATION FACTORS

6.1 Derivation of the calibration factors for exposure, Nx and air kerma, Nk

All the secondary standard ionization chambers of both laboratories were calibrated in terms
of exposure (and air kerma, by calculation from exposure) by placing the chambers in air at
a nominal 1 m from the source, with their individual build-up caps in place. The calibration
factor in terms of exposure is given by:

Nx = X / Is (11)

where X is proportional to Ip, and is the exposure rate at the centre of the ionization chamber,
measured with the Australian primary standard of exposure/air kerma described in section 2.1
and using the factors given in Appendices 1 and 3.

The ionization chamber currents, Ip from the primary standard cavity chamber and Is from the
secondary standard thimble chambers, were measured with the ARL Current Integrator
described in Section 4, which automatically applies the ambient and decay corrections
described in Appendix 3 to each individual charge reading. The results for Ip were further
corrected to dry air and 0°C as indicated in Appendix 1.

The centres of the primary and secondary standard ionization chambers were placed within
+1 mm of the air reference distance from the source effective centre (adref = 993.00 mm).
Distance measurements were made with a micrometer and the measured currents were
corrected to adref using the inverse square law as shown in Appendix 3 (correction factor akd).

Note that exposure may be given in the old unit, the roentgen (R), which is equal to
0.258 mC/kg. The corresponding calibration factor is usually expressed as R/nC. In Systeme
International d'Unites (SI units), the exposure calibration factor is strictly (C/kg) / C, which
is often arcanely expressed as kg"1 or mg"1.

The calibration factor for air kerma is derived by calculation from Nx:
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Nk = N, • (W/e) / (1-1) (12)

where W is the energy required to create an ion pair in dry air, e is the electronic charge and g
is the fraction of energy converted into bremsstrahlung, averaged over the primary radiation
energy spectrum. The values of W/e and g for ^Co radiation accepted by the Comite
Consultatif pour les Etalons de Mesure des Rayonnements Ionisants (CCEMRI) of the BIPM
are 33.97 J/C and 0.0032 respectively0819*. Thus:

{air kerma in mGy> = {exposure in R} x {0.258x33.97/0.9968=8.7924} (13)

6.2 Derivation of the calibration factor for absorbed dose to graphite, Nc

The absorbed dose rate to graphite from the ARL ^Co source was measured with the graphite
calorimeter described in Section 2.2. The centre of the calorimeter core was within 1 mm of
the graphite reference distance (gdref = 650.56 mm) from the effective centre of the source, and
also within 1 mm of the graphite reference depth (gzref = 30.98 mm). The graphite reference
distance and depth have been evaluated to satisfy the requirements of the photon fluence scaling
theorem, which is used as described in Section 6.3.3 to evaluate the absorbed dose rate to
water.

The temperature of an air pocket in the water phantom used in this work varies between 17 °C
and 23 °C. This leads to a variation in the scaling factor required for strict compliance with
the scaling theorem from 1.6130 at 17 °C to 1.6150 at 23 °C. The 20 °C scaling factor of
1.6140 has been adopted. The (electron density) scaling factors were calculated from
[pZ/A]c / [p2Z/2A]w, using the mean measured density of the calorimeter and phantom
graphite (pc = 1790 +5 kg/m3), a cubic fit to published water density data(20) for pw, atomic
numbers Zc = 6, 2ZW = 10 and atomic weights Ac = 12.01, SAW = 18.016.

The variation of the scaling factor with temperature amounts to +0.06% between 17 °C and
23 °C, relative to 20 °C. This corresponds to a variation in gdref of +0.4 mm, and in gzref of
+0.02 mm, for strict compliance with the scaling theorem. A fixed value of gdref has been
adopted as above, as these changes are less than the variations observed in the calorimeter and
phantom positions on different occasions. It is considered that placing the calorimeter and
phantom within +1 mm of gdref represents an adequate compliance with the requirements of
the photon fluence scaling theorem.

The 325 mm3 NE2561 and NE2611A chambers were placed in the graphite phantom, with
their centres within 1 mm of gdref and gzref. Distance measurements were made with a
micrometer and the measured currents were corrected to gdref using the inverse square law and
to gzref using measured data as shown in Appendix 3 (correction factors ckd and <kz).

The secondary standard ionization chamber calibration factors in terms of absorbed dose to
graphite are given by:

Nc = Dc / Is (14)
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where Dc is the absorbed dose rate in solid graphite, measured by the graphite calorimeter and
corrected as described in Appendix 2 (at gdref and gzref) and Is is the secondary standard
ionization chamber current measured with the ARL Current Integrator, corrected as described
in Appendix 3.

6.3 Derivation of the calibration factor for absorbed dose to water, Nw

The absorbed dose to water calibration factors Nw may be obtained either from the exposure/air
kerma calibration, or (by two different methods) from the absorbed dose to graphite, as
follows. The uncertainties of the last two methods are discussed in Appendix 2.

6.3.1 iaeaNwfrom Nx or Nk - the IAEA protocol method

The calibration factor in terms of absorbed dose to water may be obtained from the exposure
or air kerma calibration factor by using a calculation protocol. This procedure is followed in
many countries around the world. The Australasian College of Physical Scientists and
Engineers in Medicine (ACPSEM) has recommended that the procedure which was adapted
by the New Zealand National Radiation Laboratory (NRL)(21) from the IAEA protocol TRS 277
should be used in Australia and New Zealand for this purpose. The details of this calculation
are given in Appendix 4. Note that the IAEA protocol requires the ionization chamber to be
placed in the water phantom with its effective point of measurement (peff) at the point of
interest. The effective point of measurement of a chamber in a water phantom is displaced
from the centre of the chamber towards the radiation source, to allow for the displacement of
water by the ionization chamber. This is distinct from the use of an absorbed dose to water
calibration factor, when the geometric centre of the chamber is placed at the point of interest.

6.3.2 citNwfrom Nc - the cavity ionization theory (cit) method

In the "cavity ionization theory" (cit) method<22), the ionization chamber under test is placed
in a graphite phantom at the same distance from the source as the calorimeter, for calibration
in terms of absorbed dose to graphite. The graphite to water absorbed dose conversion is then
performed analytically. Monte-Carlo simulations of the radiation energy spectra in the two
media at the positions of the two phantoms are combined with a function derived from cavity
ionization theory. This function includes partition coefficients as used by Burns(23), specific to
the type of chamber. The partition coefficients allow for the relative contributions to the total
ionization current by secondary electrons originating in the chamber wall and in the waterproof
sheath and the water itself in the case of the water phantom. The function also includes the
energy dependent ratios of both mass-energy absorption coefficients and stopping powers. As
described by Burns and Dale(23) and Burns(22), this gives a ratio of the absorbed dose calibration
factors for water by the cit method (citNw) and for graphite (Nc). The ratio citNw / Nc, which is
denoted in this report by cttN", is derived by purely theoretical means. By using the radiation
energy spectra at the two different phantom locations, the evaluation of the interaction
coefficient ratios reflects the slightly different conditions due to scatter and absorption of some
components of the primary radiation. For the purposes of this method, the primary radiation
fluence rates in the two media are irrelevant, so no allowance is necessary for either the inverse
square law or air attenuation. This method only requires the ratios of the interaction
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coefficients averaged over the radiation energy spectra at the two points of interest. The
calibration factor for the ionization chamber is given by:

cit1 (15)

where Nc is obtained as described in Section 6.2 above. The value of citN" used in this report
is 1.1320, based on a simulation of the spectrum of the ARL ^Co source by LH Kotler and
KN Wise. A report on this work is in preparation.

*
6.3.3 drNwfrom Dc - the dose ratio (dr) method

In the "dose ratio" (dr) method<22), the ionization chamber under test is placed in a water
phantom. The absorbed dose rate to water at the centre of the chamber is calculated from a
calorimeter measurement of the absorbed dose rate to graphite in a scaled geometry.

The dose ratio method relies on the photon fluence scaling theorem(24), which relates the
absorbed dose in two materials under the following conditions:

i) Compton scattering is assumed to be the only significant interaction mechanism
between the primary radiation and the two phantom materials.

ii) The physical dimensions (the source to detector distance, the beam size and the
phantom dimensions including the depth of the point of measurement) must be
scaled in the inverse ratio of the electron densities of the two media. Note that in
the case of water, the electron density is a significant function of ambient
temperature. This adds slightly to the uncertainty of the method (see section 6.2).

Thus, mapped points in the two phantoms experience the same primary and secondary radiation
energy spectrum at all angles of incidence. The fluence rates in the two media are related by
the inverse square law, modified by the attenuation in the different air paths. For ^Co radiation
at ARL, only small corrections are needed for the well-scaled geometries of the graphite
calorimeter and the water phantom (see Appendix 2).

The ionization chambers were placed one at a time in the water phantom, with their centres
within 1 mm of the water reference distance from the effective centre of the source
(wdref = 1050.00 mm; SSD = 1000.00 mm, depth = 50.00 mm). The chamber depth was
adjusted before each measurement using a perspex gauge and a computerized motion control
system to 50.00 +0.05 mm. Distance measurements were made with a micrometer and the
measured currents were corrected to wdref using the inverse square law as shown in Appendix
3 (correction factor Jcj). No correction was made for the variation of the effective water depth
with temperature, as this correction only amounts to ±0.01 % over the temperature range
17 °C to 23 °C. The ARL ^Co source produces a square conical beam with a field size of
100 x 100 mm2 at a distance of 1 m, using a fixed square collimator.

The absorbed dose to water calibration factor for a secondary standard ionization chamber is
given for the dose ratio method by:
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drNw = (i)c / is) (16)

where Dc is the absorbed dose rate measured by the graphite calorimeter (corrected as in
Appendix 2), Is is the secondary standard ionization chamber current measured in the water
phantom (corrected as in Appendix 3), R" is the ratio Rw / Rc of the reference distances from
the effective centre of the source to the centre of the ionization chamber in the water phantom
and to the centre of the calorimeter core, (jijp)™ is the ratio of the mean mass energy
absorption coefficients for water and graphite (averaged over the photon radiation energy
spectra at the two phantom positions as described for the cit method), P* is the ratio of the
quotients (P = D/K) of absorbed dose and collision kerma in water and graphite and Ilkj is the
product of the minor corrections for the air attenuation between the two phantoms, for failure
to fully satisfy the requirements of the photon fluence scaling theorem and for the front wall
of the water phantom. It is clear that the dose ratio method has the least reliance on theoretical
factors, but requires precise measurements of distance.

6.4 Exposure, air kerma and absorbed dose calibration factors for ^Co

The ten secondary standard ionization chambers were placed in rotation in each of the three
60Co geometries (air, graphite and water) and in both the ARL and ANSTO ^Sr reference
sources. This cycle of measurements was repeated for most of the chambers three times in all
five geometries. A single measurement consisted of up to 100 individual charge collections,
each of which was separately converted to a current reading (and corrected for ambient
conditions and source decay) by the ARL Current Integrator computer, as described in
Section 4. The currents were further corrected as described in Appendix 3. The results have
been consolidated into a single mean current for each chamber in each geometry and calibration
factors have been found from the true exposure, air kerma or absorbed dose rates measured
with the primary standards. The calibration conditions are shown in Table 10.

Table 10
Calibration Conditions

reference conditions: central axis, '-rep 1200/1AET on 9/5/97, 60Co T,A 1925.5 days

Medium and
Calibration Quantity

True rate, R/s or mGy/s

Reference distance dref, mm

Phantom reference depth zref, mm

Square field size, mm x mm

Air

Exposure

0.58444

993.00

na

100 x 100

Air kerma

5.1386

993.00

na

100 x 100

Absorbed dose

Graphite

10.7963

650.56

30.98

65x65

Water '

4.5900

1050.00

50.00

105 x 105

absorbed dose rate to water evaluated by the dose ratio method (see Appendix 2).
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In Table 10:

• Row 1 gives the true rates of exposure, air kerma, absorbed dose to graphite
and absorbed dose to water, on the radiation beam central axis, at the reference
distance dref shown in row 2, and (for absorbed dose) at the phantom reference
depth zref shown in row 3, corrected to 1200h AET on 9/5/97 (the reference
date for this calibration).

• Row 4 shows the approximate field size of the ARL ^Co calibration facility,
which has a fixed square collimator producing a conical beam.

Table 11 shows the mean corrected negative currents for all the secondary standard ionization
chambers under the indicated reference conditions.

Table 11
Mean Corrected Negative Ionization Currents (pA)

reference conditions: 20 °C, 101.325 kPa, 50% RH,
central axis, dref> zre!, 1200h AET on 9/5/97, 60Co T,A 1925.5 d, "Sr T,A28.8y.

Chamber

Owner

ANSTO

ARL

Type

2561

2611A

2571

2561

2571

Serial

058

139

140

1181

070

194 A

238A

328

1785

2384

Air

55.133

54.485

54.102

124.728

54.786

57.289

54.437

54.337

122.426

125.692

(27)

(32)

(16)

(96)

(24)

(33)

(27)

(30)

(96)

(111)

^Co - medium

Graphite

119.781

118.445

117.650

na

118.989

124.410

118.205

118.046

na

na

(121)

(55)

(43)

(160)

(152)

(221)

(14)

Water

45.191

44.639

44.339

101.606

44.891

46.949

44.603

44.537

99.736

102.380

(15)

(18)

(1)

(101)

(3)

(30)

(38)

(11)

(56)

(19)

Owner •s^Sr

Reference
Source

30.231

29.790

28.795

19.342

23.620

24.502

23.554

22.586

37.455

40.060

(12)

(4)

(9)

(20)

(8)

(6)

(14)

(10)

(37)

(118)

In Table 11:

The figures in parentheses represent the observed standard deviations (in fA) of
the mean currents measured on different dates.

The currents for the NE2561 and NE2611A chambers in ^Co beams have been
corrected to infinite polarizing voltage to account for ion recombination effects.
The NE2571 chamber currents have not been so corrected. The nominal
polarizing voltage used for all measurements was -210 V.
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• The 90Sr reference source currents shown in the right hand column are those
measured using the reference source belonging to the owner of each chamber.
The ^Sr results have not been corrected for ion recombination effects.

The calibration factors for each chamber, obtained from Tables 10 and 11, are shown in
Table 12. Note that the values in Tables 10, 11 and 12 are given to one extra significant figure
than is justified by their uncertainties, to minimise the propagation of rounding errors. The
relative uncertainties shown for the calibration factors in Table 12 are discussed in section 7.

Table 12
'"Co Calibration Factors of ANSTO and ARL Secondary Standards

reference conditions:' 20 X, 101.325 kPa, 50% RH,
NE2561 and NE2611A values are corrected for recombination.

Iom

Owner

ANSTO

ARL

ization Chamber

Type

NE 2561

NE2611A

NE2571 3

NE 2561

NE2571 3

Serial
Number

058

139

140

1181

070

194 A

238A

328

1785

2384

Relative Uncertainty, %

Refer to Table

Air

Exposure

Nx

R/nC

10.601

10.727

10.803

4.686

10.668

10.202

10.736

10.756

4.774

4.650

0.36

Air kerma

N k
2

mGy/nC

93.21

94.32

94.98

41.20

93.80

89.70

94.40

94.57

41.97

40.88

0.32

14

Absorbed Dose

Graphite

Nc

mGy/nC

90.13

91.15

91.77

na

90.73

86.78

91.34

91.46

na

na

0.17

Water ;

drNw

mGy/nC

101.57

102.82

103.52

45.17

102.25

97.77

102.91

103.06

46.02

44.83

0.19

15

' absorbed dose rate to water evaluated by the dose ratio method (see Appendix 2).
2 Nk values calculated from Nx values using equation (13).
3 NE2571 values apply for -210 V nominal polarizing voltage.

6.5 Comparison with previous results

The three most recent calibration factors for each chamber with a history of calibrations at
ARL are shown in Table 13. Chamber number 194A (originally number 194) was repaired in
July 1992 and chamber number 238A (originally number 238) was repaired in January 1995,
so earlier calibration data for these chambers are not relevant for historical comparison
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purposes.

While the exposure/air kerma calibration factors show minimal changes (<0.2%), there has
been a change of ~ 0.9 % in the absorbed dose to graphite calibration factors and ~ 1.2% in
the absorbed dose to water factors, following the transfer of responsibility for the Australian
standard of absorbed dose from ANSTO to ARL. These changes are discussed in Section 8.

Table 13
Calibration Factor History

Chamber

Owner

ANSTO

ARL

Type

NE 2561

NE 2571

NE 2561

Serial

058

1181

070

194 A

328

Date

1997 2A

1993

1990

1997 4

1993

1997 2A

1993

1990

1997 2A

1993

1997 2A

1993

Nx

R/nC

10.601

10.598

10.609

4.686

4.675

10.668

10.666

10.685

10.202

10.201

10.756

10.742

N '
mGy/nC

93.21

93.18

93.28

41.20

41.10

93.80

93.78

93.95

89.70

89.69

94.57

94.45

Nc

mGy/nC

90.13

89.32 3

89.23 3

na

39.64 3

90.73

89.96 3

89.76 3

86.78

86.01 3

91.46

90.58 3

Nw

mGy/nC

101.57

100.30 3

100.97 3'5

45.17

na

102.25

101.12 3

101.51 3'5

97.77

96.62 3

103.06

101.82 3

Nk values calculated from N5 values using equation (13).
2 corrected for recombination (see Appendix 3). 3 based on ANSTO calorimeter as primary standard.
4 corrected for radial beam intensity profile.
5 using ANSTO "thick sleeve" graphite to water conversion factor. This absorbed dose to water calibration

factor was subsequently reduced by 0.7% and was then consistent with the absorbed dose to graphite
calibration factor.

7. UNCERTAINTIES

Uncertainties have been divided into two types as recommended by an international working
group(25). Type A uncertainties are assessed by statistical means and are sometimes associated
with the "precision" of the measurements (the "scatter", "repeatability" or "random
uncertainty"(25)). These uncertainties "are characterised by the estimated variances, s2 (or the
estimated standard deviations s,) and the number of degrees of freedom, v"(2S). Type B
uncertainties have not been assessed by statistical means, but are expressed at the 67%
confidence level so that the combined uncertainty may be easily found using quadratic
summation. Type B uncertainties are more often associated with the "accuracy" of the
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measurements (the "systematic deviation" or "bias" of the results from the notional "true
value"(25)). Note however that Type B uncertainties are all those that have not been assessed
by statistical means. They are "characterized by quantities uj, which may be considered as
approximations to the corresponding variances, the existence of which is assumed. The
quantities u) may be treated like variances and the quantities «,- like standard deviations."(25)

Uncertainties associated with the realization of the Australian primary standards of exposure/air
kerma and absorbed dose are tabulated in Appendices 1 and 2. The uncertainties discussed in
this section combine those uncertainties with those concerning the calibration of secondary
standard ionization chambers against the primary standards.

7.1 Uncertainty in exposure and air kerma calibration factors

Uncertainties in the exposure and air kerma calibration factors given in Table 12 arise from
the calibration and use of the ARL Current Integrator to measure the currents from the primary
and secondary standard ionization chambers, from the measurement of ambient conditions and
from the positioning of the radiation source and the ionization chambers. These uncertainties
are given in Table 14.

Note that the ARL Current Integrator has a within-measurements relative standard deviation
of approximately 0.015% when measuring the current from an ionization chamber in a ^Sr
reference source (see Table 7, %aw), normalized to 1 nC collected charge (eg 50 pA for 20 s),
and that this standard deviation has been shown to be inversely proportional to the square root
of the collected charge.

The uncertainties shown in Table A3.1 in the corrections for ambient conditions relate to their
accuracy, ie to the long term constancy of their traceability to appropriate Australian standards,
propagated to reflect their influence on the measured true exposure/air kerma rate. No
uncertainty is shown in Table A3.1 for the precision or variability of the ambient conditions
recorded during ionization chamber measurements, as this is included in the observed
variability of the collected charge measurements in Table 14.

The '"Co source was moved to the "off" position and back to the "on" position between each
charge reading, to avoid any bias in the results due to variations in the source "on" position.
This has been shown to increase the variability of the collected charge, confirming the
importance of the procedure. The effect is included in the uncertainty given in Table 14 for
collected charge.

7.2 Uncertainty in absorbed dose calibration factors

The uncertainties in the absorbed dose calibration factors given in Table 12 are detailed in
Table 15. In this case, the uncertainty in the accuracy or traceability of the ambient conditions
measurements is only associated with the secondary standard ionization chambers, as ambient
conditions do not directly influence the calorimeter results. Appendix 2 tabulates the correction
factors for the calorimeter, the factors used to convert absorbed dose to graphite into absorbed
dose to water and the estimated uncertainties in these factors.
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7.3 Uncertainty in '"Sr reference source results

As discussed in Section 3, ^Sr reference source measurements should not be used to adjust the
values of the calibration factors given in Table 12. Thus the uncertainty of these measurements
is irrelevant to the uncertainty in the calibration factors.

7.4 Uncertainty in electrometer calibration results

The uncertainties in these results have been assessed separately in each case and are given in
Section 5.

Table 14
Relative Uncertainties in ^Co Exposure and Air Kerma Calibration Factors

Primary standard graphite cavity chamber measurement

ARL Current Integrator

(at approximately 1 nA)

CrefI +0.1 /2000pF

Vrefl +30^V/10V ±50ppm

time dtx +0.0003 / 20 s ±5 ppm

collected charge '

Corrections to ionization measurement in air (Table A3.1)

uncertainty, %

A; st: vt

0.041: 2

B;«,

0.005

0.005

0.002

0.065

Secondary standard thimble chamber measurement

ARL Current Integrator

(at 55 pA, for 325 mm3

chambers)

Cref2 +0.02/200 pF

Vref2 +30/iV/5V +50 ppm

time dtj +0.0003 / 18 s +5 ppm

collected charge '-2

Corrections to ionization measurement in air (Table A3.1)

Combined Uncertainty uc = /2(s? + u])

Uncertainty in the exposure standard (Table A 1.2)

Overall uncertainty in Nx

Uncertainty in the air kerma standard (Table A 1.2)

Overall uncertainty in Nk

0.026: 4

0.010

0.006

0.002

0.065

0.105

0.348

0.36

0.306

0.32

This is the %sdm estimated from measurements made on various dates. Each measurement may include from
30 to 150 charge readings. The value shown thus includes the uncertainty due to positioning of both the
radiation source and the ionization chamber.

For a typical thimble chamber current determination (number 194A, 5 measurements).
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Table 15
Relative Uncertainties in ^Co Absorbed Dose Calibration Factors

Primary standard graphite calorimeter measurement

Calculated absorbed dose rate '

Secondary standard thimble chamber measurement

ARL current integrator

(at 45 pA, for 325 mm3

chambers in water)

Cref ±0.02 / 200 pF

Vref ±30,uV / 4V ±50 ppm

time dt ±0.0003 / 18 s ±5 ppm

collected charge ;

Combined Uncertainty uc = / S ^

Uncertainty in absorbed dose rate to graphite (Table

Corrections to ionization measurement in graphite (Table

Overall uncertainty

Uncertainty in absorbed dose rate to water (Table

Corrections to ionization measurement in water (Table

+ ,

A2

A3

in

A2

A3

$

1)

2)

Nc

3)

3)

Overall uncertainty in drNw

uncertainty, %

A ; Si: V,

0.047: 12

B ; K ,

0.026: 4

0.010

0.006

0.002

0.055

0.138

0.082

0.170

0.169

0.069

0.19

' This is the %sdm estimated from measurements made on various dates. Each measurement may include 3 to
5 calorimeter readings, or 30 to 150 cliarge readings. The value shown thus includes the uncertainty due to
positioning of both the radiation source and the detector.

8. DISCUSSION

The calibration factors given in this report form the basis of the calibration and measurement
services provided by the ARL and ANSTO Dosimetry Standards Laboratories for ^Co
radiation. The calibration factors will be revised periodically, as measurement techniques are
improved and new methods are employed to refine the corrections applied to the primary
standards, and as the chambers are cyclically recalibrated.

The Australian standards of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose as described in this report
for ^Co have recently been shown to agree with each other and with those of the BIPM within
their stated uncertainties. Table 16 compares the 1997 absorbed dose to water calibration
factors derived in three ways as follows:

i) from an exposure or air kerma calibration, using the IAEA protocol TRS 277,
with both the original 0.5r and the revised 0.6r displacement corrections,

ii) from an absorbed dose to graphite calibration, using the cavity ionization theory
method and
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iii) from an absorbed dose to water calibration, using the dose ratio method.

Tahle 16
Comparison of 1997 ̂ Co Absorbed Dose to Water Calibration Factors

Ionization Chamber

Type

NE2561

NE2611A

NE2571

Serial Number ;

058

070

194 A

238A

328

139

140

1181

1785

2384

mGy/nC

N 2

iaea^w O.Sr

101.27

101.91

97.46

102.56

102.75

102.48

103.20

45.13

45.97

44.78

N 1 3

iaea^wl 0.6r

101.10

101.74

97.30

102.39

102.58

102.30

103.03

45.06

45.91

44.71

Cit^w

102.03

102.71

98.23

103.40

103.53

103.18

103.88

na

na

na

di-Nw

101.57

102.25

97.77

102.91

103.06

102.82

103.52

45.17

46.02

44.83

ANSTO chambers are shown in bold face.

From Appendix 4; using 0.5r adjustment to depth; iaMNw

From Appendix 4; using 0.6r adjustment to depth; iaMNw

From Appendix 2; using c i tN* = 1.1320.

From Table 12.

9.553 Nx (NE2561), iaeaNw = 9.630 Nx (NE2571).

9.537 Nx (NE2561), ^N , , = 9.616 N, (NE2571).

The agreement between the Australian exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose standards can be
seen by comparing the mean ratios of the calibration factors obtained by the above three
methods, for each of the three types of chamber discussed in this report. These ratios are given
in Table 17. Also shown is the ratio (drNw / Nk). The BIPM has found the ratio Nw / Nk to be
1.0915 +0.0020 for the NE2561 and NE2611A chambers.

Table 17
Mean Ratios of 1997 T o Absorbed Dose to Water Calibration Factors

The ratios were obtained from the calibration factors given in Tables 12 and 16;
the numbers in parentheses are the standard deviation of the last digit.

Chamber type

NE2561

NE2611A

NE2571

iaeaNjO.Sr/

0.9968

0.9968

0.9990

d r N w

(2)

(2)

(1)

cit^w ' dJ

1.0046

1.0035

na

(1)

(0)

N /N

1.0899 (2)

1.0900 (1)

1.0965 (1)
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In assessing the significance of the differences in the ratios between the types of chamber, note
that three different geometries are involved, viz

• Nk is found from a measurement in air at 1 m, using the chamber with its build
up cap in place (^N,, is derived from Nk using chamber dependent factors - the
same factors are used for the NE2561 and NE2611A chambers).

* cjtNw is found from a measurement in a graphite phantom at 0.65 m.

•• J^w is found from a measurement in a water phantom at 50 mm depth and 1 m
SSD.

Thus small differences in the radiation fields may be expected. These could lead to different
calibration factors for chambers with different physical characteristics.

The difference in the ratio citNw / dtNw between the NE2561 and NE2611A chambers is
statistically significant and indicates that the two types of chamber are not exactly equivalent.

Note that the ratios ^N^, / drNw and drNw / Nk show the same relationship for the NE2561 and
NE2611A chambers, because iaeaNw is calculated from Nk, using the same chamber-dependent
factors for these two types of chamber.

The ratio drNw / Nk is included in Table 17 because it is currently being used by the BIPM to
confirm the consistency of the two types of calibration.

The recent changes in the Australian units of exposure, air kerma and absorbed dose at ^Co
can be derived from the calibration factor history in Table 13. These changes are shown as
ratios in Table 18, averaged over all the available chambers. The chamber-dependent
correction factors ks, km and k^ have been removed from the 1997 results for this comparison,
as these corrections were not applied in 1990 or in 1993. Note that a smaller unit leads to a
larger calibration factor.

Table 18
Changes in Australian Units of Exposure/Air Kerma and Absorbed Dose at ^Co

The ratios were obtained from the calibration factors given in Table 13; the numbers in parentheses are the
standard deviations of these ratios; they refer to the least significant digits of the tabulated ratios.

|| Quantity

exposure/air kerma

absorbed dose to graphite

absorbed dose to water

Australian Unit

C/kg, R or Gy

Gy

Gy

1997 /1993

0.9977 (14)

0.9887 (5)

0.9862 (6)

1997 /1990

0.9995 (6)

0.9874 (5)

0.9914 (10)
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Table 18 shows that:

i) The Australian units of exposure and air kerma have not changed significantly
since 1990.

ii) The Australian unit of absorbed dose to graphite is now 1.1% smaller than in
1993, and 1.3% smaller than in 1990.

iii) The Australian unit of absorbed dose to water is now 1.4 % smaller than in
1993, but only 0.9 % smaller than in 1990.

In 1990 and 1993, the absorbed dose standards were based on the ANSTO calorimeter. The
change in the Australian unit of absorbed dose to graphite reflects the changes in primary
standard calorimeters, graphite phantoms and ^Co sources, leading to different interaction
coefficient ratios, etc. It also reflects the inclusion of corrections for the calorimeter gaps
(+0.74 % in the absorbed dose rate; -0.74 % in the Gy) and ionization chamber recombination
(+0.17 % in the absorbed dose rate; -0.17 % in the Gy).

The further changes in the Australian unit of absorbed dose to water arise from different
methods of converting the absorbed dose from graphite to water. The 1990 and 1993
calibration factors were obtained using the ANSTO calorimeter and graphite phantom,
converting to absorbed dose to water using the AAPM protocol. In 1990, this conversion
included a correction for a thick-walled sleeve. In 1993, a thin-walled sleeve factor was used,
resulting in Nw values that were smaller by 0.6 %. These agreed more closely with the values
found using the IAEA protocol TRS 277. This corresponds to the increase in the measure of
the unit of absorbed dose to water of 0.5 % between 1990 and 1993 that can be seen in
Table 18.

The 1997 J^w results are considered to be the most reliable, as they have the greatest reliance
on measurement and include fewer theoretical factors than the other two methods. When
allowance is made for the various different corrections which are now applied, these drNw

values agree within 0.1 % with the 1990 results.

The dose ratio method as applied at ARL gives results within 0.25 % of those obtained at BIPM
and are consistent with those obtained by other standards laboratories, as described in
section 2. In the future, calibrations at ARL in terms of absorbed dose to water will be based
on this method.

Previously issued calibration factors, which were based on the 1993 Australian units of
exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose, may be adjusted to give results in terms of the new
Australian units by multiplying the reported values by the factors given in Table 19, for 325
mm3 ionization chambers such as the NE2561 and NE2611A. These adjustment factors have
been found using the mean ratios of the 1993 and 1997 calibration factors given in Table 13.
Calibration factors issued by ARL will be in terms of the new units from a date to be advised.
There is insufficient data to provide similar adjustment factors for 600 mm3 chambers such as
theNE2571.
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Note that the 1997 calibration factors include the effect of ion recombination. Measurments
must be corrected for this effect before applying the 1997 calibration factors given in Table 12,
or adjusted calibration factors obtained using the adjustment factors given in Table 19.

Table 19
Adjustment Factors for Previously Issued NE2561/NE2611A ^Co Calibration Factors

For results in terms of the revised Australian units of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose.
These factors are the mean ratios of the calibration factors given in Table 13.

Quantity

exposure/air kerma

absorbed dose to graphite

absorbed dose to water

Calibration Factor

Symbol

Nx or Nk

Nc

Nw

Unit

R/nC or mGy/nC

mGy/nC

mGy/nC

Adjustment Factor
1997/1993

1.0005

1.0091

1.0120

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The careful calibration of secondary standard ionization chambers (in terms of exposure, air
kerma, absorbed dose to graphite and absorbed dose to water) has provided both ANSTO and
ARL with high quality certified Australian secondary standards suitable for the dissemination
of the Australian standards of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose as required by the
National Measurement Act 1960. This also enables ANSTO to fulfill its role as an SSDL in
the IAEA / WHO Network of Dosimetry Laboratories.

The Australian standards of exposure/air kerma and absorbed dose have recently been
compared with the reference standards of the BIPM and were found to agree within the
experimental uncertainties.

The ANSTO and ARL ^Sr reference sources have been compared with high precision, to
facilitate future updates to the working standard ionization chamber calibrations without the
need to transport a reference source.

The usefulness of ^Sr reference source measurements has been clearly defined and the half-life
of ^Sr has been confirmed at 28.8 years.

The ARL Current Integrator system has been described in detail. A half-scale charge sensitivity
calibration has been carried out on two ANSTO electrometers. In addition, a combined
calibration by linear regression has been performed on one of them.

All the ionization chamber calibration factors have been tabulated together for easy reference
and the results have been compared with previous values. Changes in these factors between
1990 and 1997 have been explained.
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The changes in the Australian standard of absorbed dose following the transfer of responsibility
for the standard from ANSTO to ARL have been described and discussed.
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APPENDIX 1
Correction Factors and Uncertainties for the Graphite Cavity Chamber

The Australian standard of exposure/air kerma for ^Co radiation is a thick-walled pancake
graphite cavity chamber based on the design described by Boutillon and Niatel(3).

The exposure rate is:

X = Ip • {&JpYc / (V • P. • S; )} • A n ' K ' KeP ' K ' K ' kTo • kIIo (C/kg)/S

(1 R = 258 /iC/kg), and the air kerma rate is:

K = X • (W/e) / (1-1) Gy/s

where Ip is the mean current from the primary standard cavity chamber with positive and
negative polarizing voltages corrected as shown in Appendix 3. As these currents are measured
with the ARL Current Integrator, which automatically corrects each charge reading to NTPH
ie 20 °C, 101.325 kPa and 50 % relative humidity, fixed correction factors kTo and kHo are
applied to obtain the current for 0 °C and dry air (STPH), as required by the definition of
exposure.

The values and uncertainties of the various factors are shown in two tables. "Generic" factors
(Table Al.l) are those that are based on data common to the primary standards of both ARL
and BIPM. "Independent" factors are those that have no common basis and so contribute
independently to the uncertainty of a comparison of the primary standards. The factors were
determined initially by a combination of measurements and analysis following those of
Boutillon and Niatel(3). A re-evaluation of the factors was undertaken in 1997.

The uncertainty in the generic factors is irrelevant to a comparison between the primary
standards, but must be considered in the total uncertainty of the standard, for propagation into
the uncertainty of calibration factors for secondary standards. While the values of the generic
factors may differ slightly between laboratories due to slightly different physical details {eg
60Co source radiation energy spectra), the underlying data are common {eg the same basic
values of Qijp)l). The uncertainties in the generic factors are those adopted by the BIPM<4).

The generic uncertainty of the air kerma standard is less than that of the exposure standard,
because W/e is found experimentally by measuring the combined factor W/e / J*. The
uncertainty of s* is larger than that in the combined factor(26).

Independent factors are shown in Table A 1.2. The uncertainties in these factors have been
assessed for conditions at ARL. The combined uncertainty of the independent factors is
appropriate for comparisons with other primary standard graphite cavity chambers, in which
the exposure and air kerma rates are evaluated using a similar method.
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Table A l . l
Generic Factors for the ARL Graphite Cavity Chamber

Factor ;

(Men/P):

Pa

mean mass energy-absorption coeff.

mean mass stopping power

density of air at STPH, kg/m3

Applies
to

XandK

X only

XandK

Value

1988

0.9987

0.9996

1.2929

Combined generic uncertainty (for exposure) gucX = / 2 (

W/e

W/e/7;

1-1

energy per unit charge (J/C) in air

combined factor(4)

bremsstrahlung loss

K only

K only

K only

33.97

na

0.9968

Combined generic uncertainty (for air kerma) gucK = / S (

since

1997

0.9993

0.9996

1.2930

«? + »2j)

33.97

na

0.9968

uncertainty, %

A ; st : Vf B;Uj

0.05

0.20

0.01

0.206

na na

0.11

0.02

0.123

* indicates the ratio of values for air and grapliite

Combining the values shown in Table A1.2 gives the overall Response Factors shown in Table
A1.3 for the ARL primary standard graphite cavity chamber. Note that ks and akrn have been
excluded from these response factors as they are now included in the calculation of Ip. These
two factors are now considered to be part of the normal set of corrections to be applied to all
ionization chamber measurements, as described in Appendix 3.
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Table A1.2
Independent Factors for the ARL Graphite Cavity Chamber

The uncertainty in the ambient corrections is considered in Appendix 3.

Factor

V

Pc

K s

a^rn

a^an

kst

keep

ksc

K
kTo

kHo

volume, mm3

density of graphite, kg/m3

saturation

radial non-uniformity of ^Co beam in air

axial non-uniformity of ^Co beam

stem effect

centre of electron production

scattering from the walls

attenuation in the walls

correction from 20 °C to 0 °C

correction from 50 % RH to dry air

Value since

1988

6838

1726

1.00037

1.0030

0.9963

0.9986

0.9922

0.9703

1.0377

1.0732

0.9971

1997

6845.7

1726

1.0012

1.0040

0.9963

0.9986

0.9922

0.9703

1.0374

1.0732

0.9971

Combined uncertainty of Independent Factors ,HC = /S(s^ + u2j)

Combined 2 total uncertainty for exposure ucX = ^(gu
2
cX + tu

2
c)

Combined 2 total uncertainty for air kerma ucK = J(gu
2
cK + ,«f)

uncertainty, %

A ; st : vt

0.02 : 64

B; uj

0.05

no effect on u/c

uncertainty
included in Ip; see
Table A3.1

0.20

0.02

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.00

0.01

0.280

0.348

0.306

' these two factors are now included hi the calculation of Ip

2 using values of generic factor uncertainties gucX and gucK from Table Al. 1

Table A1.3
ARL Primary Standard Cavity Chamber Response Factors

Response

X/Ip

K/Ip

Factor

(R/nC)

(mGy/nC)

0.

4.

1988

46588

0962

±0.

±0.

0015

012

0.

4.

1997

46546

0925

±0

±0

.0015

.012
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APPENDIX 2
Correction Factors and Uncertainties for the Graphite Calorimeter

A2.1 Determination of absorbed dose to graphite with the calorimeter

The Australian standard of absorbed dose is a graphite calorimeter constructed for ARL by the
Austrian Research Centre at Seibersdorf.

The calorimeter is operated in the "quasi-isothermal" mode described by Witzani et a/.(10), in
which the electrical heating power supplied to each of the three innermost bodies (the core,
jacket and shield) is set as close as possible to the anticipated radiation power. An absorbed
dose rate measurement is made by switching off the electrical heating while the radiation beam
is turned on. Ideally, there are therefore no changes in the power inputs to any of these three
bodies, no temperature changes and no changes in the heat transfer rates between the bodies.

In practice, the small difference between the electrical and radiation heating is measured by a
thermistor attached to the core, using an ac bridge with a phase-sensitive detector.

The absorbed dose rate to graphite is determined from:

Dc = (P / m) • ck,. c k d . X ' X»• X* • ckgaP mGy/s

where the radiation heating power P is given by:

Te + t,N.Cr-2(A-A)/(A+A)1CJ / T
r,

in which the leading subscripts shown by _ in the following refer to the three types of
calorimeter runs:

x radiation exposure

e electrical calibration

r recorder calibration

and:

_VC = core voltage immediately before a run,

RL = resistance of the heating thermistor leads,

_Vci
 = (core + Rj) voltage immediately before a run,

Ri = resistance of the series current-sensing resistor,

Te = electrical heating off-time during a run,
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_N = observed drift in the phase sensitive detector output during a run, extrapolated
to mid-run and expressed as the number of chart recorder divisions,

Cr = recorder calibration factor = [2(rR2-rR,) / (rR2+rR!)] / rN,

_Ry = (_Dy+50k)//10k +lk/3 [y=l,2; thermistor resistances before and after a run],

_Dy = core bridge dial settings [y = l,2; before and after a run],

[eVc-RL(eVci-eVc) / R,] [(eVci-eVc) / RJ Te

Ce = electrical calibration factor = ,

[2(eR2-eR1)/(eR2+eR1)-eN.Cr]

Tr = radiation heating on-time during a radiation exposure,

m = the buoyancy- and impurity-corrected core mass,

ckt = the decay correction factor to the reference date and time = e -""t2"1 '^

ckd = the inverse square law distance correction = (tdac,/gdref)
2, in which:

A c t = dsrc + cdmic + czgph + czgap, where:
dsrc = source effective centre to fixed plate distance, from inverse

square law measurements,

cdmic = micrometer measurement, from the fixed plate to the
outside of the calorimeter,

czgph = total graphite in front of the calorimeter core centre,

czgaP
 = t o t a ' vacuum gaps in front of the calorimeter core,

gdref = graphite reference distance fixed by the scaling theorem,

ckz = depth correction, czgph to gzref, using measured data, where:

g
zref = graphite reference depth fixed by the scaling theorem,

ckrn = radial non-uniformity correction to convert the measured absorbed dose rate
averaged over the calorimeter core to the central axis absorbed dose rate,

kan = axial non-uniformity correction to allow for non-linearity in the depth-dose
over the calorimeter core and finally

c"-an

kgap = correction for the vacuum gaps.

The parameters and correction factors and their uncertainties are given in Table A2.1. The
weights have been assessed by numerical methods; they are the factors by which the square of
the tabulated relative uncertainty in each factor is multiplied for propagation into the combined
relative uncertainty of the absorbed dose rate.
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Table A3.X
Factors and Relative Uncertainties for the Graphite Calorimeter at *°Co

Phys

ckt

dsrc

Act

gdref

ckd

cZgph

cZgap

gZref

ck,

ckm

ckan

ical factors

decay correction to reference date and time

source effective centre to fixed plate, ±0.2 mm

source to calorimeter core centre, +0.05 mm

reference source to graphite distance, mm

Act t o ĝ ref correction using inverse square law

calorimeter graphite depth, +0.07 mm

calorimeter vacuum gaps, +0.07 mm

graphite reference depth, mm

czgph to gzref correction using measured data

calorimeter radial non-uniformity of ""Co beam

calorimeter axial non-uniformity of ^Co beam

Value
1997

+0.3% 2

525.00

gdref+l 2

650.56

±0.3% 2

29.92

2.33

30.98

0.9943

1.0026

1.0005

weight

1.0

uncertainty, %

A; s-: v{ B;«,

0.010

no effect on Dc

see ckd below

fixed by scaling theorem

u/c included in Table 15

1.0

1.0

0.040

0.022

fixed by scaling theorem

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.050

0.050

0.050

Calorimeter intrinsic factors and measurements

xVc

x * ci

Ri

RL

XN

cr

ce
Tr

m

c gap

core heater voltage before exposure (+0. imV)

(core + Rj) voltage before exposure (+0.1mV)

current sense resistance (+0.05Q)

leads resistance (+0.1Q)

electrical heating off-time (+0.005s)

drift correction, chart recorder (1991-92, div)

chart recorder calibration (1991-92, ppm/div)

electrical calibration (1991-92, juJ/ppm) s

radiation heating on-time (+0.008s)

corrected core mass (+0.01mg)

calorimeter vacuum gaps (65 x 65 mm2 field)

400 ;

800 '

9999.9

17.4

299.993

0+10 2

0.709 7

14.7 '

300.011

1562.2

1.0074

0.6

1.7

1.0

0.002

1.0

1.0

0.001

0.001

1.0

1.0

1.0

Combined uncertainty in Dc ucDc = fl^w^ + uj)

0.08:152

0.76:25

0.71:59

0.025

0.013

0.001

0.575

0.002

0.003

0.001

0.024

0.138
' typical value 2 range of typical values 3 includes the effect of uncertainty in _ y

A2.2 Conversion of absorbed dose to graphite into absorbed dose to water

Two methods are used at ARL to derive the absorbed dose to water calibration factor Nw from
graphite calorimeter measurements. These are the "cavity ionization theory" (cit) and the "dose
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ratio" (dr) methods. These are described in more detail in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.

The cavity ionization theory method requires an ionization chamber measurement in a graphite
phantom, at the same distance from the radiation source as the calorimeter, with the graphite
to water conversion being performed by calculation, based on cavity ionization theory.

In the dose ratio method, an ionization chamber measurement in water is compared with a
graphite calorimeter measurement, which is converted into absorbed dose to water using the
photon fluence scaling theorem. This method requires two accurate distance measurements.
The distances from the effective centre of the radiation source to the centre of the graphite
calorimeter core and from the effective centre of the radiation source to the measurement point
in the water phantom are scaled by the ratio (1.6140) of the electron densities of graphite and
water at 20 °C.

It is desirable that the absorbed dose to water calibration factors obtained by the two methods
are in agreement.

A2.3 The cavity ionization theory method

The absorbed dose to water calibration factor is given as described in Section 6.3.2 by:

citNw = N c . c i t N :

where citN" = citNw / Nc is the theoretical ratio of the calibration factors for absorbed dose to
water and graphite. This ratio was calculated by cavity ionization theory, using the best
available data for the mass energy-absorption coefficient and stopping-power ratios. The
photon and electron energy spectra of the ARL ^Co source were evaluated by Monte-Carlo
modelling using points of interest in the two phantoms at the scaled distances from the source.
The interaction coefficients were combined over these spectra in the two media.

The parameters are described and their uncertainties given in Table A2.2. The weights are as
described for Table A2.1.

A2.4 The dose ratio method

The absorbed dose rate to water is given as indicated in Section 6.3.3 by:

d r i)w = D C . £ e n / P ) : . p : / (R:)2 . j ^ . wkw a l l . wkpfst

where: Rw
c = wdref / gdref

The parameters and their uncertainties and weights are given in Table A2.3.
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Table A2.2
Graphite Phantom Ionization Chamber Measurements - Factors and Relative

Uncertainties for the Cavity Ionization Theory Method at *°Co

Factor

dsrc

gdref

PZgph

7
P gap

gZref

N w

cit1> c

source effective centre to fixed plate, +0.2 mm

reference source to graphite distance, mm

graphite phantom actual depth, ±0.06 mm

graphite phantom air gaps, ±0.06 mm

graphite reference depth, mm

theoretical graphite to water conversion

Value
1997

525.00

650.56

30.00

0.03

30.98

1.1320

weight
ws

uncertainty, %

A; Si: v, B;u,

no effect on Dc

fixed by scaling theorem

1.0

1.0

0.04

0.02

fixed by scaling theorem

1.0

Combined uncertainty uccU = JUWJ/S] + uj)

Uncertainty in Nc from Table 15

Uncertainty in cUNw

0.26

0.264

0.170

0.31

Table A2.3
Water Phantom Ionization Chamber Measurements - Factors and Relative

Uncertainties for the Dose Ratio Method at ^Co

Factor '

dsrc

w"ref

(kjp):

P :
wAair

w wall

w^pfst

effective source to fixed plate, ±0.2 mm

reference source to water distance, mm

mean mass energy-absorption coefficient 2

quotient of absorbed dose to kerma

air attenuation, calorimeter to H2O phantom

front wall of water phantom

non compliance with scaling theorem(27)

Value
1997

525.00

1050.00

1.1125

1.0003

0.9972

0.9988

0.9992

weight
wv

1.6

uncertainty, %

A; s t : M

0.04:460

B;uj

fixed by convention

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Combined uncertainty ucdr = iTLwjj(s
l
i + Uj)

Uncertainty in absorbed dose rate to graphite from Table A2.1
•

Uncertainty in drDw

0.04:3

0.000

0.050

0.050

0.020

0.098

0.138

0.169

* indicates die ratio of values for water and graphite evaluated by Monte-Carlo simulation
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APPENDIX 3
Correction Factors and Uncertainties for Ionization Chamber Measurements

All ionization chamber measurements have been corrected according to:

Ic = I m • kj • kT • k P • kH • k s . kd • kz • k r n . k s h

where -

Ic is the corrected current; Ip for the primary standard cavity chamber, Is for
secondary standard thimble chambers,

Im is the measured current,

kt is the decay correction e tln(2>/T1/t
5 in which:

t is the time from the measurement date to the reference date,

Tfc is the source half-life (1925.5 days for ^Co, 28.8 years for ̂ Sr),

kT is the Charles' Law correction T^,, / Tref (see section A3.1), where:

T^i, is the ambient temperature in kelvin during the measurement and

Tref is the reference ambient temperature (293.15 K),

kP is the Boyle's Law correction Pref / P^,, (see section A3.2), in which:

Pref is the reference ambient pressure (101.325 kPa) and

P^b is the ambient pressure during the measurement,

kH is the relative humidity correction (see section A3.3),

ks is the saturation correction (see section A3.4; not applied to wSr reference
source measurements, or to any measurements with the NE2571 chambers),

kd is the Inverse Square Law distance correction (dact / dref)
2, where:

dact is the actual distance in mm from the effective centre of the radiation
source (as determined by Inverse Square Law fitting to longitudinal
radiation beam measurements, corrected for air attenuation) to the centre
of the ionization chamber at the time of the measurement and

dref is the reference distance in mm,

k̂  is the correction to the reference depth in the phantom using empirical data,

krn is the correction for radial non-uniformity of the ARL ̂ Co beam and

ksh is the correction for the waterproof sheath in the water phantom.

The values and uncertainties of these factors are shown for measurements in air, graphite and
water in Tables A3.1, A3.2 and A3.3 respectively.
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Table A3.1
Factors and Relative Uncertainties for

Ionization Chamber Measurements in Air at ''Co

Factor

X
akT

akp

Xl

X

ds rc

a^act

adref

akd

X

aksh

decay correction to reference date and time

ambient temperature correction ±0.05/295 K

ambient pressure correction +0.02/101 kPa

relative humidity correction ±5 % @ 50 %

saturation
correction

NE2561 andNE2611A

NE2571 (not applied)

Primary Standard Cavity Chamber

source effective centre to fixed plate, mm

actual source to detector distance, + 0.05 mm

reference source to air distance, mm

adact to adref correction using inverse square law

depth correction - not applicable in air

radial non-
uniformity
at adref

NE2561 andNE2611A

NE2571

Primary Standard Cavity Chamber

sheath correction - not applicable in air

Value
1997

±0.3% 2

± 1 % 2

+ 1% 2

±0.05% 2

1.0017 '

1.0000

1.0012

525.00

adref±l 2

993.00

+0.3% 2

na

1.0000

1.0007

1.0040

na

weight

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

uncertainty, %

A* v • v

distance settings,
0.2%/mm; uncert
included in colled
charge in Table 1̂

B;w,

0.01

0.017

0.02

0.01

0.03

ainty
,ed

not applicable

1.0 0.05

not applicable

Combined uncertainty uca = /Sw^s2- + «j) 0.065

typical value range of typical values
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Table A3.2
Factors and Relative Uncertainties for Secondary Standard Ionization Chamber

Measurements in Graphite at *°Co

Factor

pkt

Pkx

Pkp

pkH

j*.

p"act

gdref

Pkd

PZgph

gZref

pkz

p^rn

p^sh

decay correction to reference date and time

ambient temperature correction ±0.05/295 K

ambient pressure correction ±0.02/101 kPa

relative humidity correction ±5 % @ 50 %

saturation
correction

NE2561 andNE2611A

NE2571 (not used in graphite)

actual source to detector distance, ±0.05 mm

reference source to graphite distance, mm

pdact to gdref correction by inverse square law

actual phantom graphite depth, ± 0.06 mm

reference graphite depth, mm

pzgph to gzref using empirical data

radial non-
uniformity
at gdref

NE2561andNE2611A

NE2571 (not used in graphite)

sheath correction - not applicable in graphite

Combined uncertainty u

Value
1997

±0.3% 2

±1% 2

±1% 2

±0.05% 2

1.0017 '

na

gdref±l 2

650.56

±0.3% 2

30.00

30.98

0.9947

1.0006

na

na

weight

"V

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

uncertainty, %

A* v • v B;«,

0.01

0.017

0.02

0.01

0.03

distance settings,

0.3%/mm; uncertainty
included in collected
charge in Table 15.

u/c included in pL,

scaling theorem value

1.0

1.0

0.05

0.05

not applicable

0.082

typical value range of typical values
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Tahle A3.3
Factors and Relative Uncertainties for Secondary Standard Ionization Chamber

Measurements in Water at *°Co

Factor

w ^ T

wKp

w^H

w"act

wdref

w^d

w^act

w^ref

w^-z

w"-ra

1-
wKsh

decay correction to reference date and time

ambient temperature correction +0.05/295 K

ambient pressure correction +0.02/101 kPa

relative humidity correction +5 % @ 50 %

saturation
correction

NE2561 andNE2611A

NE2571 (not applied)

actual source to detector distance, + 0.05 mm

reference source to water distance, mm

wdact to wdref correction using inverse square law

actual H2O depth, ±0.02 mm *+0.008 %

front wall thickness, +0.05 mm *+0.020 %

ambient temperature, 1 7 t o 2 3 ° C ~ ± 0 . 0 1 2 %

reference water depth, mm

wzact to wzref (set equal using gauge)

radial non-
uniformity
at wdref

sheath
correction

NE2561andNE2611A

NE2571

NE2561 andNE2611A

NE2571

Value
1997

+ 0 . 3 % 2

+ 1% 2

± 1 % 2

±0.05% 2

1.0017 '

1.0000

wdref±l 2

1050.00

±0.3% 2

50.00

50.00

1.0000

1.0000

1.0007

1.0003

1.0005

weight
wv

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

uncertainty, %

A ; s t : v{

distance settings,
0.2%/mm; uncert
included in collect
charge in Table 1*

depth 0.046% per
(mg/mm2); combi
inwkz

B,uj

0.01

0.017

0.02

0.01

0.03

ainty
ed

ned

fixed by convention

1.0

1.0

1.0

Combined uncertainty ucw = •S%wij(s
2

i + Uj)

0.02

0.05

0.01

0.069

' typical value 2 range of typical values

A3.1 The Charles' Law (ambient temperature) correction, kT

Ambient temperature corrections are applied to ionization current measurements automatically
by the ARL Current Integrator computer (hp86). Linearized thermistors (Yellow Springs
Instruments type YSI 44201) are used in either the 4-wire ohms or voltage mode. In either
mode of operation, these thermistors have a small and specified error function which is almost
linear between 15 and 30 °C, with the same slope for each thermistor, but with different
offsets. The offset applied to each thermistor is updated periodically by comparison at room
temperature with a certified mercury or platinum resistance thermometer with a calibration
traceable to the NML.
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A3.2 The Boyles' Law (ambient pressure) correction, kP

A capacitance manometer is used by the hp86 computer associated with the ARL Current
Integrator to evaluate the ambient pressure correction. The capacitance manometer is calibrated
at least daily against a standard Kew barometer which has been certified by the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology and is therefore traceable to the NML. The difference between the Kew
barometer reading and the capacitance manometer indication is applied to all manometer
readings as an additive correction until the next calibration of the manometer. This calibration
can be done every time the computer program is run for a new measurement, and is always
done at least daily. The computer adds a further correction to the manometer reading to allow
for the hydrostatic pressure difference between the point of interest in the measurement
laboratory and the Kew barometer bowl.

A3.3 The relative humidity correction, k,,

A review by NJ Hargrave(28> of published data has led to the adoption at ARL of an
interpolation procedure for the relative humidity correction.

The relative humidity factor is defined here as:

Fh(E) = I h / I 0

where in a radiation beam of effective energy E, Ih is the ionization current measured in air of
relative humidity h% and Io is the current that would be measured in dry air. Hargrave used
the best available data and physical modelling, for 12 values of h, at each of 9 standard BIPM
X-ray beam intercomparison qualities from 10 kV to 250 kV generating potential
(E = 9 to 125 keVeff) to calculate values of Fh(E).

These calculated Fh(E) values all fall between two sets of experimental data (for 50 kV X-rays
in a free-air chamber and for ^Co y-rays).

As the effective X-ray energy E rises from 9 keVeff (a 10 kV beam), the calculated relative
humidity factor Fh(E) first falls towards the 50 kV experimental data. Above about 30 keVeff

(50 kV X-ray beams), this trend reverses and the calculated value of Fh(E) rises towards the
^Co experimental data. Above about 180 keVeff, the calculated factor remains constant at the
^Co experimental value. This behaviour is consistent with the variation of the (water to air)
mass energy-absorption coefficient ratio (ixen/p)^ with radiation energy. The value of (/xen/p)*
is constant to within ±0.5% between 180 keV and 2 MeV, so the ^Co data are used in this
energy range. This can be extended to LINAC X-ray qualities with little added uncertainty, as
the value of (juen/p)" is still within 1 % of the ^Co value at 5 MeV (equivalent to a generating
potential of about 15 MV).

A family of functions has been fitted to the relative humidity factors Fh(E) calculated by
Hargrave, for interpolation to any ambient relative humidity h between 10% and 100% and to
any y-ray or effective X-ray energy E between 10 keV and 5 MeV, allowing the relative
humidity correction kh(E) to be evaluated automatically by the ARL Current Integrator
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computer. Thus, using the subscripts r for the reference RH and a for the ambient RH:

kh(E) = Fr(E) / F.(E)

and in both cases;

Fh(E) = (Ih / I 0 ) | E = 1 + 10-4 • [ a(E) ( 1 - e p h ) - Y(E)h ]

Three sets of parameters are used to accommodate the changing influence of 0*en/p)* with
effective energy, as shown in Table A3.4.

Table A3.4
Relative Humidity Function Parameters

E,

0.01

0.03

0.18

MeV

-0.03

-0.18

-5.00

tx(E)

44

38

P

0.1

Y(E)

0.31 +4.

0.51-1.8

0.18

4 E

E

A3.4 The saturation (ion recombination) correction, ks

Recombination corrections were evaluated for an NE2561 ionization chamber at test currents
of 25 pA, 60 pA, 100 pA and 140 pA, achieved by varying the distance of the chamber in a
wooden phantom between 650 mm and 1500 mm from the ^Co source. Measurements in a ^Sr
source and in the ^Co beam but behind a full 300 x 300 x 300 mm3 water phantom, gave
inconsistent results with the wooden phantom in ^Co results and were excluded. At each test
current, a ten point recombination test was carried out between -20 V and -200 V polarizing
voltage, at equal 1/V steps. The "best" extrapolation of the resulting I/I vs 1/V data was
achieved using a linear fit to the four highest-voltage points. An empirical fit was then found
to the resulting recombination correction (ks) vs ionization current (I) data. This empirical fit
has been used to evaluate k̂  for each calibration measurement, using the actual current of each
measurement. The empirical fit is:

ks(I) = l + a [ l - e b l ] where I is in pA and:

a = 0.00175, b = 0.125, c = 4 x 10 1S

The NE2571 chambers have not been corrected for recombination, ie ks = 1.0000 for these
chambers.
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APPENDIX 4
Absorbed Dose to Water from Exposure/Air Kerma Calibration Factors

Absorbed dose to water may be found from exposure/air kerma calibration factors using the
IAEA International Code of Practice TRS 277(29), as adapted for use in Australasia by the
NRL(21). The NRL document has been recommended by the ACPSEM for use in the
Australasian region.

The absorbed dose to water is given by:

where Mu is the dosemeter reading, corrected to normal ambient conditions and for ion
recombination and polarity effects, with the effective point of measurement peff

of the chamber at the point of interest, dref, and:

w = ND Pcel

where ND

5*

pu

is the absorbed dose to air calibration factor of the ionization chamber, traceable
to a Primary Standards Dosimetry Laboratory; chamber-specific factors are
given in the protocol to find ND from Nk or Nx,

is the mean ratio of the mass stopping powers in water and air,

is the perturbation correction factor and

is the correction for the aluminium central electrode.

Combined factors for ^Co radiation are shown in Table A4.1.

Table A4.1
IAEA / NRL Protocol Chamber Calibration Factors for

Chamber type

^ • Pu * Peel

ND

iaea w

NE2561 andNE2611A

1.123

0.976 Nk

1.096 Nk

8.58 Nx

9.64 Nx

NE2571

1.124

0.982 Nk

1.104 Nk

8.63 Nx

9.70 Nx

Note that these calibration factors apply for measurements made with the chamber placed with
its effective point of measurement peff at the point of interest d ref For ^Co and for the
cylindrical chambers considered in this report, peff is displaced from the geometrical centre of
the chamber towards the radiation source by a distance of 0.5r, where r is the radius of the
chamber. This means that the chamber should be placed 0.5r deeper in the water phantom
when using the TRS 277 protocol to calculate ^ ^ from Nx than when calibrating the chamber
directly against the calorimeter. However, in both cases, the absorbed dose to water is found
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at the same depth, dref. For ^Co, this is 50 mm. In 1992, the IAEA changed the displacement
of peff for these chambers at "Co to 0.6r(3O).

If measurements are made with the chamber centre at 50 mm depth for calibration directly
against the calorimeter, these ionization chamber measurements need to be adjusted in order
to compare the results with the predictions of the protocol, for which the measurements should
have been made with the chamber deeper in the water phantom as described above. Published
data(31> for 1 m SSD and a 100 x 100 mm2 square field at ^Co give the percentage depth doses
shown in Table A4.2.

Table A4.2
Percentage Depth Doses for ^Co at lm SSD and 100 x 100 mm2 Square Field

depth, mm

% depth dose

40

85.0

50

80.4

60

75.8 ||

This shows a linear relationship at 50 mm depth of -9.2% / 20 mm or -0.46% / mm.

For the NE2561 chamber, r = 3.70 mm, so the chamber should be placed with its centre at
51.85 mm depth to evaluate the absorbed dose rate at 50 mm depth using the NRL protocol
from Nx. At 51.85 mm depth, the depth dose data indicate that the absorbed dose rate is
reduced by the factor 0.9915 compared with 50 mm depth. This means that the ionization
chamber current measured at 50 mm depth must be reduced by this factor before evaluating
the absorbed dose rate using the NRL protocol. This leads to the modified calibration factor
relationships shown in Table A4.3, for use when the protocol is based on measurements made
with the chamber centre at the reference depth of 50 mm instead of at the displaced depth.

Note that the calibration factors obtained with the calorimeter by either the dose ratio or the
cavity ionization theory methods are for the chamber centre at 50 mm depth.

Table A4.3
Adjusted IAEA / NRL Calibration Factors for Chamber Centre at Reference Depth

Chamber type

N
iaea w

pefr displacement

centre to peff, mm

depth dose CF

adjusted ' laeaNw

NE2561 and NE2611A

9.635 Nx

0.5r

1.850

0.9915

9.553 Nx

0.6r

2.220

0.9898

9.537 Nx

NE2571

9.700 Nx

0.5r

1.575

0.9928

9.630 Nx

0.6r

1.890

0.9913

9.616 Nx

adjusted to allow for use of the chamber with its centre (instead of peff) at 50 mm depth.
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APPENDIX 5
Calibration Data for Supporting Standards

The primary standards maintained at ARL are supported by numerous secondary and tertiary
standards of measurement, for a range of quantities that need to be traceable to the NML in
order to ensure the validity of the primary standards. These supporting standards are
summarized in Table A5.1, and their most recent calibration data are given in Tables A5.2
(Electrical Standards) and A5.3 (Meteorological Standards). Equipment used to make
ionization current measurements and to correct these measurements to NTPH is calibrated
periodically against the supporting standards. The most recent calibrations of the components
of the ARL Current Integrator (and of the other equipment used to make the measurements
reported here) are shown in Table A5.4.

Table A5.1
ARL Supporting Standards

Quantity

time (frequency)

Quality or Range

quartz oscillators

Standards maintained (number)

Telstra time signals used (0)

Electrical Standards - see Table A5.2

voltage

capacitance

resistance

d.c.

1kHz

low voltage d.c.

Weston standard cells (4)

standard air capacitors (5)

standard resistors (11)

Meteorological Standards - see Table A5.3

temperature

pressure

relative humidity

ambient
15 to 30 °C

ambient

ambient

mercury in glass thermometers (8)
platinum resistance thermometer (1)

Kew mercury barometer (1)

aspirated whirling hygrometer (1)
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Table A5.2
Current Certified Values of ARL Electrical Standards

Type Serial
number

Certificate
number

Date Valid to Value +LSD unit

VOLTAGE Elmeasco standard cell enclosure calibrated by NML.

700A-04 340.1

340.2

340.3

340.4

RM1647 9/12/96 Nov98 1.01815680

1.01815840

1.01815900

1.01815410

(35) V

CAPACITANCE General Radio standard air capacitors calibrated by NML.

1403-K

1403-G

1403-D

1404-A

1404-A

6707

6837

6732

1887

2181

RM1831

RM1832

RM1833

RM1106

RM1107

4/4/97

15/10/91

Mar 02

Aug96

1.00062

10.0007

100.02690

1000.049

1000.051

(60)

(15)

(2)

pF

RESISTANCE William(W) Guildline(G) or Keithley(K) calibrated at d.c. by NML.

W Ik

G9330

no name

K 10G

K 100G

5015

55323

54306

55230

54534

55111

54726

54946

RM1414

RM1415

RM1785

RM1839

RM1378

RM1838

RM1379

RM1380

RM1840

RM1413

RM1841

RM1414

RM1784

RM1785

24/4/97

2/8/94

24/4/97

2/8/94

24/4/97

6/10/94

24/4/97

6/10/94

23/12/96

Apr 99

May 97

Apr 99

May 97

Apr 97

Apr 99

Sep96

Apr 99

Sep 96

Dec 98

999.78980

0.99998401

9.999995

100.00099

10.0001730

100.00676

999.9782

10.000174

100.17

9.920

99.10

(25)

(14)

(2)

(6)

(23)

(6)

(15)

(10)

(8)

(29)

(65)

Q

kQ

MQ

GQ
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Table A5.3
Current Certified Values of ARL Meteorological Standards

Type Serial
number

TEMPERATURE

-1/1 and
15/30

B7419

B7423

R2282

R2284

S/6019

S/6022

3907

3908

Certificate
number

Date Valid to Value or
correction

Dobbies mercury-in-glass thermometers calibrated by

34162 / B5850

44760 /B7103

36638/B6182

36639/B6182

57816 / B8577

57819 / B8577

47835 / B7350

47836 / B7350

8/12/78

8/12/83

24/7/80

29/6/89

18/9/84

not stated +0.01

-0.01

-0.03

-0.03

-0.02

-0.02

-0.01

0.00

u/c unit

Dobbies.

0.02

0.03

0.02

°C

Rosemount platinum resistance thermometer calibrated by NML.

162N100A

PRESSURE

Kew

3318

1169

REL. HUMIDITY

This influence quantity

RS27895 13/3/97 Mar 02 Ro:99.908Q 0.01 °C

Franklin Hg barometer calibrated by Bureau of Meteorology.

not numbered Sep94 not stated L ~ 2 0

uncalibrated aspirated (whirling) hygrometer

is insufficiently important to merit traceability.

LL5 Pa
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Table A5.4
Calibration Data for ARL Current Integrator

Item Procedure Date Result

TIME

hp86 computer
#2550A50975
clock oscillator

Current Integrator timer
hp5316A#2052A00467

verified against Telstra
time signals

verified against hp86
computer
#2550A50975

May 97

May 97

error = -11+0 ppm

error = -5+5 ppm

VOLTAGE

d.c. voltage standard

Current Integrator DMM
K199/1992 #467251

standardized

linear regression:

True=a + b. Reading

Sep97

Mar 97

error < 10 ppm

fsd

3V

30V

a,/xV

+ 10

+70

b

0.999 <

1.000:34

CAPACITANCE

capacitance bridge

Current Integrator Ctef

(box number 2959).
Note that capacitor
number 4 is a short-circuit
for offset voltage
measurements.

standardized @ 1kHz

polystyrene capacitors
in Keithley model
3011 shielded switch
calibrated at a range of
frequencies and
extrapolated to 10 Hz

Jun97

Jun97

error < 100 ppm

capacitor# 1

capacitor# 2

capacitor# 3

capacitor^ 5

57.07

204.57

502.26

1995.26

pF

TEMPERATURE

^Sr:

Air:

Graphite:

Water:

08 Co Ref

01 Co Air

00 RBH system

04 Co H2O

YSI thermistors
calibrated at ambient
temperature

May 97 correction -0.04

-0.05

0.05

0.00

°C

PRESSURE

capacitance manometer calibrated daily typical
correction

-40 Pa
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GLOSSARY

Note that all acronyms have been expressed in English.

ACPSEM Australasian College of Physical Scientists and Engineers in Medicine

AET Australian Eastern Time = GMT + 10 hours.

ANSTO Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation

ARCS Austrian Research Centre, Seibersdorf

ARL Australian Radiation Laboratory

BIPM International Bureau of Weights and Measures

CCEMRI Consultative Committee on Standards of Measurement for Ionizing Radiations

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

df degrees of freedom

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

NML National Measurement Laboratory (CSIRO)

NRL National Radiation Laboratory (New Zealand)

NTPH Normal Temperature, Pressure & Relative Humidity (20°C, 101.325 kPa, 50 %)

PSDL Primary Standards Dosimetry Laboratory

RH Relative Humidity

sd standard deviation

sdm standard deviation of the mean = sd//n

se standard error = sdm = sd/Vn

SI International System (of units)

SSD Source to Surface Distance

SSDL Secondary Standards Dosimetry Laboratory

STPH Standard Temperature, Pressure & Relative Humidity (0°C, 101.325 kPa, 0 %)

WHO World Health Organization

YSI Yellow Springs Instruments (USA)
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